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CEO Message

Respected stakeholders,
CJ Logistics is contributing to the economic growth of Korea based on our founding principle, “Business that benefits
society,” as a total logistics company that represents the Republic of Korea.

At CJ Logistics, even amid the challenging business environment of protectionist trade and global economic uncertainty,

we have endlessly adapted and innovated as leaders of the logistics industry. Through CSV, we are contributing to the
development of our nation and society. This sustainable management report will look back on CJ Logistics’ economic,

environmental, and social performance and efforts, and present a direction for sustainable development, thereby

strengthening communication with our stakeholders. We are committed to seeking profits and increased shareholder
value as well as to the fulfillment of our social responsibility under the three following goals.
We will be a respected partner to our customers and employees.

CJ Logistics is acknowledged for its management performance which is centered on “customers,” including taking the top

spot for seven consecutive years as the Most Admired Company in Korea in the total logistics service segment in a survey
by KMAC.

Going forward, we are fully committed to strengthening business competence and competitiveness to provide the
logistics services wanted by customers. We plan to secure skilled talent and develop them into core members of the
logistics industry to take the lead in global logistics. In addition, we are committed to the steady improvement of the
business environment based on on-site management to allow all employees to work safely and promote their health.
We are committed to taking the top place among our peers by securing expertise.

By changing the management paradigm, we plan to strengthen cost-leadership and secure expertise through selection

and focus. We will lead the logistics trends, which rapidly change through development and investment in the latest
logistics technologies. Through meticulous analysis of the business environment and infrastructure of countries we have
already entered, we will solidify our global business foundation. We will also maximize synergy among businesses by
further optimizing our competence and enterprise support system.
We will fulfill our corporate social responsibility based on CSV

To solve various social issues in Korea and abroad, CJ Logistics is committed to proactively supporting and participating

in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and fulfilling our social and environmental responsibilities. We will do

this work based on our management philosophy of creating the best values and contributing to our national economy
by delivering “ONLYONE” products and services. We plan to provide quality jobs to the vulnerable, senior citizens, and
disabled persons through our Silver Delivery service, thus continuing to support their social participation and capability
to earn income, and increase CSR activities where all employees participate to contribute to the community.

Environmentally, we are committed to proactively responding to climate change by working on reducing greenhouse

gasses (GHG) and fine dust. We are taking the lead in conserving the environment through eco-friendly activities for local
communities including the creation of urban forests.

At CJ Logistics, we pledge to enhance our position as a global total logistics solution provider through endless innovation

and growth for another robust takeoff towards the future. We ask for your sustained interest and support as our

“ CJ Logistics will serve
as a Global Logistics

company by generating
new value through

endless innovation and

stakeholders.
Thank you.

November 2019

CEO of CJ Logistics
Guen Hui Park

challenges.”
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BUSINESS
OVERVIEW
Leveraging the most comprehensive infrastructure
in the nation, CJ Logistics is realizing an industry-

leading logistics service. With cutting-edge TES logistics

technology and an extensive global logistics network, CJ

Logistics offers a peerless One-Stop logistics solution that
connects the world.
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Management
Philosophy

About Us

CJ Way

CJ is committed to creating exemplary value and contributing to our global society by delivering “ONLYONE”

products and services. To this end, we focus on “First”, “Best” and “Differentiated” in our value chain and provide

innovative products and services for our customers. As a global lifestyle and culture company, we will continue to
improve the quality of people’s daily lives and promote our unique culture around the world.

About CJ Logistics

Since its foundation in November 1930, CJ Logistics has led the growth of the logistics industry in South Korea,

developing as a Global SCM Innovator with our global logistics network, business portfolio, and unique business
capabilities. In March 2018, we merged with CJ E&C to expand our business presence in the construction,

property and resort sectors. We will continue to differentiate our customer service by maximizing the synergy
between our different business sectors and developing our core competencies to step up as one of the Top-Tier
integrated logistics companies in the world.

CJ Management Philosophy

Corporate Profile

MISSION
CONTRIBUTING TO
GLOBAL SOCIETY BY
PROVIDING EXEMPLARY
VALUE WITH OUR
ONLYONE PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

Name of company

CJ Logistics Co., Ltd.

Presidents

Date of incorporation

November 15, 1930

No. of shares issued

22,812,344

Location of head office

CJ Logistics B/D, 53,
Sejongdae-ro 9-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

No. of employees
(full-time staff)

6,220

Korea
Ratings: A1

Korea Investors
Service: A1

NICE
Rating:A1

Areas of business
Credit rating
(commercial paper)

VISION

TALENT

EXCEPTIONAL
TALENT STRONG &
ADAPTIVE
CULTURE

PRINCIPLES

INTEGRITY

ONLYONE
FIRST
BEST
DIFFERENT

PASSION

SCM, delivery service, E&C

Sales

Park Keun-hee, Park Keun-tae,
Kim Chun-hak

KRW 9,219.7 billion
(as of December 31, 2018)

Core Business

GLOBAL LIFESTYLE
COMPANY INSPIRING
HEALTH, HAPPINESS,
AND CONVENIENCE
CORE VALUES

(As of June 2019)

Our core business areas include a contract logistics service, parcel delivery, forwarding and international express,

stevedoring and transportation, project logistics, and E&C. We maximize value for our customers by providing
customer-oriented solutions based on the expertise and know-how we have gained over the years.
SHARED
GROWTH

Contract
Logistics

BUILDING
ECOSYSTEMS
SHARED VALUES

CREATIVITY

RESPECT

Providing a comprehensive
logistics service by operating
cargo storage, unloading, and
transportation services based on
our extensive sales know-how and
cutting-edge IT solutions.

Forwarding &
International Express

In addition to comprehensive
logistics services, including air
and sea transportation, customs
clearance and storage, we offer
international express door-to-door
services connecting 40 countries
around the world.

Stevedoring &
Transportation

Optimizing our service by taking
advantage of Korea’s largest
logistics infrastructure and cargo
specific equipment. By providing
efficient services that meet specific
needs, we are growing into the
logistics hub of East Asia.

CSV Management

With CJ Group’s CSV management philosophy as a foundation, CJ Logistics is creating social value and

contributing to the sustainable development of our society. We have chosen ‘Regional Co-existence’,

CJ Logistics
Core
Businesses

‘Environmental Necessity’ and ‘Fostering Talent’ as three core directions for our company, and are undertaking

a diverse range of activities in this respect. Moving forward, we will strive to use our core business capabilities to
create social value.

Areas of Focus

CONTRIBUTING TO GLOBAL SOCIETY BY PROVIDING EXEMPLARY VALUE WITH OUR
ONLYONE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Realizing Shared Growth and Win-Win Sustainable Management
Regional Coexistence

08

Environmental
Necessity

Fostering Talent

Project Logistics

Parcel Delivery

E&C

Delivering a one-stop solution that
meets the specific needs of various
business sites based on specialized
engineering expertise and
extensive experience of working on
various projects, including at the
South Pole.

Leading a paradigm shift in the
delivery sector and stepping up as
a leader in the global market based
on our unmatched infrastructure
and advanced logistics technology.

Providing an all-in-one solution
and service to maximize the value
of our customers’ assets based on
our unrivalled E&C expertise.

09
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The Global SCM Innovator

Our Business

More than convenience in logistics,

Business Overview

we are creating better lifestyle value for our customers.

Industry-specialization: food (high & low temperature), fashion (clothing & accessories)

Becoming the WORLD BEST on the global stage,
The Global SCM Innovator

CONTRACT LOGISTICS
Ensuring consistent and
efficient operations through
advanced logistics facilities
and consulting expertise

Storage & unloading
(production)

Transportation

Sales

Storage & unloading
(sales)

Delivery

B2B

B2C

Operations

Consulting

We provide optimized logistics services
on a global scale with Korea’s largest

infrastructure and customized solutions,
including Logis Park Dongtan and Logis
Park Yangji.

FULL-LINE-UP-SERVICE

Leveraging an automated TES

(Technology, Engineering, Systems &
Solutions) logistics system and SCM

Strong Points

contract logistics industry in the domestic

Automated logistics
system

TES-based logistics automation – improves productivity and the efficiency of site operations

Industry-specific
service

Specialized experts with insight into specific areas including health care, auto, retail, and
consumers

consulting expertise, we are leading the
market through the stable operation of
diverse cargo storage, unloading, and
delivery services.

SCM consulting
expertise

A customized solution combining smart IT solutions with Korea’s top SCM consulting firms

40

10,000

Connecting
countries around
the world

1

contract
No.
logistics service
provider in Korea

Automated logistics
system

10

Global

Over
vehicles operated for
transportation

Core
Competency

Industry-specific
service

SCM consulting
service

11
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Our Business

Our Business
Business Overview

Business Overview
CONVENTIONAL LOGISTICS AREA

FORWARDING

FORWARDING &
INTERNATIONAL
EXPRESS

Designing the best logistics
process, optimized for your
needs

Coordination with domestic
contract logistics

Expansion of coordination
with contract logistics

OCEAN
Transportation
& delivery

Warehouse
Inland
storage
transportation

Unloading/
customs
clearance

AIR

Unloading/
customs
clearance

Inland
Warehouse Transportation
transportation
storage
& delivery

logistics solution throughout the entire

Domestic

import and export process, connecting
process to meet the specific needs of

both general and special cargoes while
providing tracking information in real

time to help our customers reduce costs
and improve operational efficiency.

Overseas

SEA PORT (BULK)

EXPANDING VALUE CHAIN
MAINTENANCE

DISTRIBUTION

and cargo-specific solutions based on
the largest logistics infrastructure in

Korea. We are expanding our value chain

W&D

TRANSPORTATION (+EQUIPMENT)

REPAIR
PARTS

SYNERGY & VAS* AREA

UREA SOLUTION
(EUROX)

OIL

*VAS(Value Added Service)

in such industries as oil, distribution,

and maintenance, and improving our

Strong Points

efficiency in port unloading operations by

Total Logistics
Service

Leveraging a strong logistics foundation, wide network and cutting-edge know-how to realize a
one-stop service that optimizes time and cost by tracking logistics from start to finish.

Global SCM
Consulting

Providing customized global SCM consulting and achieving consistency in local logistics
operations through expert know-how.

Single Visibility
Service

Providing real-time information via mobile and real-time tracking services to not only enable
rapid responses to delivery anomalies, but also reduce logistics costs and improve business
efficiency.

Customer Freight
Tracking Information
provided on a

Worldwide
service

220

over
countries

utilizing heavy machinery such as cranes,
hawks, and special equipment modules.
With faster and more efficient services,
we are strengthening our position as a
logistics hub in East Asia.

Strong Points
Largest logistics infrastructure Korea's largest logistics infrastructure, including 120 berths in 20 ports nationwide, 196
in Korea
heavy equipment, and 5 vessels
Cargo-specific solution
Value chain expansion

Specialized
Business 1

3 hours basis

Core
Competency

Exhibition
Cargo

Specialized
Business 2

Special
Cargo

Global e-Commerce

IT solution

12

In the stevedoring and transportation

OCEAN

through industry-specific know-how

express sector, we offer a comprehensive

world. We design an optimized logistics

Offering unmatched services
specific to individual cargoes
sector, we offer a customized service

In the forwarding and international

more than 220 countries around the

STEVEDORING &
TRANSPORTATION

Optimized solutions, based on industry-specific know-how, to meet customer’s needs
in the steel and automobile, hazardous substances, heavy goods, and military logistics
industries
Expanding business in the oil, distribution and maintenance sectors by building on
Korea’s largest logistics infrastructure and extensive industry know-how

berths

Heavy equipment

120

5 vessels
in total

Daily vehicle operation
Avg.

7,000

196
Core
Competency

Bulk unloading

1

No. in the
domestic
market

Directly operated
gas stations

43

13
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Our Business

Our Business
Business Overview

PROJECT LOGISTICS

Business Overview

Root survey

Global local
logistics
environment
research

Technical
review

Optimized
transportation
planning

Global loading
site inland
transportation

Sea/air
transportation

Global destination
inland transportation
Reinforcement for
local transportation
Heavy cargo
installation

Providing customer solutions
for global EPC sites

Leading a paradigm shift in
the parcel industry.

In the project logistics sector, we offer
world-class project logistics services

based on our extensive experience and
engineering expertise gained over the

years working on more than 46 projects
in 26 countries around the world. We

provide comprehensive and systemic

Manufacturer

Research on global
local infrastructure
and customs
clearance local
partners

EPC customer
manufacturer

logistics services from global inland

transportation to installation, as well

Strong Points

a group of engineering experts to expand

Extensive project
experience

our global presence.

Loading site partner /
Company coordination

Shipping
company/
airlines

Project site
Destination
partner/
Company
coordination

Destination
partner

Ownership of key
equipment

reliable and quick delivery service
through Korea's No. 1 logistics

infrastructure, an unmatched distribution
network and cutting-edge logistics
technology.

6 hub-terminals, 2 local hub-terminals

5 major overseas hubs developed

4 metropolitan console hub-terminals

first mobile concierge service, as well

Offering extensive know-how and expertise in comprehensive transportation based on our
experience in carrying out more than 46 projects in 26 countries worldwide, including oil
refining, petrochemical, hydropower, and desalination facilities

Working on global projects with engineering expertise and major transportation equipment, e.g.
SPMT (Self Propelled Modular Transporter), barges and self-propelled barges

At least 8 hubs expected by 2020

270 sub-terminals

Hubterminal

Local Hubterminal

Metropolitan
Console
Gonjiam

Gocheon

Docheok

Gunpo

Wonsam
Yongin

Bugok

Cheongwon

Daejeon

China

Okcheon

Philippines

Chilgok

Jangseong

Thailand
Malaysia

18,000 vehicles, and the industry's

Engineering expertise Unmatched cargo-specific engineering expertise, from optimized transportation route
development to management of the entire process

as providing differentiated services

Strong Points

customer service through Megahub

Korea’s largest logistics
infrastructure

Korea's No. 1 logistics infrastructure and delivery density, with 12 hub-terminals and
270 sub-terminals nationwide

Industry’s first mobile
concierge service

Offering a more convenient service for customers by introducing an app, the industry's
first AI customer support chatbot, and visible ARS

and offering faster and more reliable
Konjiam, the largest hub in Asia.

Automated logistics system based on cutting-edge logistics technology e.g. wheel
sorter

TES-based advanced
automation system

Providing a total-solution for the lifting engineering needed to install ultra-heavy cargo, such as
a 97m long fractionating column, as the final stage of the transportation process.

Heavy Lifting &
Erection

No. of experts in
groups

Project logistics carried

700

Heavy cargo
installation

out in

Core
Competency

97m distillation
tower

Owning

192 SPMTs
14

In the parcel industry, we provide a

Global network

We operate over 270 sub-terminals,

SINGLE VISIBILITY IT MANAGEMENT

as air and sea transportation, while

leveraging self-operated equipment and

PARCEL

Nationwide operation network

26 countries
Offshore &
onshore

Over
CBM

2 million

TOP engineering
expert group

290

6.7

Over
nationwide networks

1

No. in
customer
satisfaction for
7 consecutive
years
Servicing

5 countries

million
Up to
packages delivered
a day

Core
Competency

18,000
vehicles in
operation

127 global
networks

15
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Our Business

Our Business
Business Overview

Business Overview
Club Nine Bridges

One-Stop Total Solution

ENGINEERING &
CONSTRUCTION

Paving the way for better
spaces of tomorrow with
unmatched technical expertise
and a prestige service
Based on our extensive experience and
technical expertise in various projects,

RESORT
Project

Development
planning &
strategy

planning
• Location analysis
• Market research
• Policy and
regulatory
compliance
review

including plant, logistics infrastructure,

remodeling, research facilities, office and

commercial facilities, and golf courses, we
are strengthening our global operations
around the world. By expanding our

business portfolio throughout the value
chain, including project planning, land
acquisition, planning and permits,

design, construction, and operations, we
are creating exemplary value as a global
infrastructure PCM company.

Just four years after its grand opening in August
2001, Club Nine Bridges became the first Korean
golf resort to enter the “World’s Top 100 Courses”,
as selected by the prestigious publication, “U.S.
GOLF Magazine”. Since then, it has climbed the
list seven consecutive times and was ranked 41st
in 2017. Located 600 yards up the natural heritage
site of Mt. Halla and surrounded by nature, it
offers an unparalleled golfing experience where
seasonal changes throughout the year can be felt.

• Needs & Seeds
analysis
• Project structure
planning
• Feasibility study
• Financial strategy
planning

Planning
and permits
management
• Preliminary &
working designs
• Government
relations & permits
• Project cost
& schedule
management

Construction
& work
management

Sales &
marketing

• Rental & sales
• Construction
marketing
& selection of
• Anchor tenant
contractors
attraction
• Project/quality/
safety management
• Design change
& progress
management
• Contracts & public
relations

Operation &
maintenance
• Asset management
• Maintenance
• Rental operations

Building prestigious resorts
with world-class services and
facilities
When it comes to the resort sector, we

Haesley Nine Bridges

are building our reputation for elegance

Haesley Nine Bridges is a private members club
with a membership community that offers a
unique golfing experience. Selected as one of
the World's Top 100 Platinum Clubs, it has been
recognized for its world-class facilities, prestige
service, and unique club culture.

with our ownership of one of the top golf

courses in the world, “Club Nine Bridges”
and the platinum club, “Haesley Nine
Bridges”.

These two clubs , renowned for

Strong Points
Specialized technical expertise Continuous development of expertise in line with trends and based on extensive
project experience and specialized project selection, e.g. logistics, remodeling, R&D,
and hotels
Content combining service

Using CJ’s extensive content library and portfolio to diversify business models with a
consumer needs and trends-based approach.
From product planning to asset management, providing comprehensive and
differentiated strategies through portfolio expansion

Property development
planning expertise

Global engineering experience Continuous development of global expertise by carrying out engineering projects in
Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Philippines

Large overseas
engineering projects
undertaken

2019 Construction
Capability Ranking
(data from 2018)
Civil Engineering

49rd

30nd

Industrial

Environment

12th

Non-residential

Construction

12th

4projects

Core
Competency

their beautiful courses surrounded
harmoniously by nature, artistic

Strong Points

membership services, are raising the

Best course quality

clubhouses, and high-quality

standard of golf clubs in Korea.

World-class
prestigious club

International events

Maintaining turf conditions by using bentgrass and introducing an automatic temperature and
humidity control system for all greens for the first time in Korea
Named in the World's Top 100 Platinum Clubs thanks to world-class facilities and excellent
quality service

First Korean club to host a PGA Tour event, “THE CJ CUP @ NINE BRIDGES” and the World Club
Championship

World’s Top 100
Courses
Club Nine Bridges
Ranked

41st

12th

Accommodation

Facilities

16

6th

Other

Construction Works

Ranked

23rd

Core
Competency

Commercial

Facilities

World's Top 100
Platinum Club
Haesley Nine Bridges

2018 Korea Green
Management Award
Minister of Environment Award

First Korean club to
host a PGA Tour event

“The CJ CUP @ NINEBRIDGES”

Haesley Nine Bridges

GEO certified (UK) as a
sustainable golf club

17
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Global Network

CJ Logistics is setting a new standard in developing one-stop logistics solutions by establishing a logistics

network that connects the world. With the best logistics infrastructure and technology to strengthen and support

our business capabilities in all the countries we operate in, we will pursue business opportunities worldwide and
develop into a global logistics company.

U.K.

Netherlands

Germany

Global Network

(As of June 2019)

Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

Kazakhstan

Azerbaijan

Tajikistan

Georgia

Italy

Canada

China

Turkey

U.S.

Japan

Kuwait

U.A.E.

Countries Entered

Cambodia

Singapore

Indonesia

Malaysia

Global Infrastructure

Thailand

Domestic/ Overseas
Transportation Vehicles

Myanmar
India

Nepal

Tanzania

Vessels

New Family

Areas of business
HQ location
Operating countries

18

Berths

WM/TM logistics with
focus on US food/CPG

Comprehensive logistics company,
including land and maritime shipping

U.S.

Illinois, U.S.

Cities

Bases

Vietnam

South Africa

154

277

Brazil

Philippines

Countries

Entered
Cities

Overseas
base

Mexico

Laos

Iraq

40

New Delhi, India

Comprehensive project
logistics in the Middle East/CIS

Comprehensive logistics company,
including land and maritime shipping

TCL Group, 2PL (secondparty Local W&D in China, coldlogistics provider)
chain logistics provider

Project logistics

Hoi Chi Minh, Vietnam

No. 1 local land and maritime
shipping company in India

Guangdong, China

Shanghai, China

Qingdao, China

Vietnam, Singapore,
Malaysia, Cambodia

India, Nepal

UAE, Germany, Uzbekistan,
Italia, Iraq, Turkey, etc.

Malaysia, Bangladesh,
India, Nepal

China

China

China

Dubai, UAE

Selangor, Malaysia

Unloading Equipment

10,000

More than

5
120
2,000
19

SUSTAINABILITY
ISSUES
CJ Logistics promotes ethical, fair and transparent
business practices together with its stakeholders.

By doing so, we will continue to create social values
through our business operations and contribute to
the sustainable growth of our local community.

22

Business Performance

34

Environmental Management

28

Safety and Health

Business
Performance
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Increasing Competitiveness in the Logistics

Sector

Leaping Forward as A Leading Global Logistics Company

Since 2013, CJ Logistics has been building a global business foundation to drive its growth as a global
logistics company. We have managed to build on this foundation with a number of acquisitions,

beginning with CJ Smart Cargo in China and further expanding our business areas in 2018 with the

acquisitions of Gemadept in Vietnam and DCS in the US. As a result of these efforts, the number of

overseas employees at CJ Logistics increased to 21,147 as of June 2019, accounting for 76.8% of our
total employees. Furthermore, global sales saw a sharp increase of 42.3% year-on-year.

Using cutting-edge logistics technology and business capabilities, CJ Logistics will strive to solidify its

global business base and provide industry-leading services to become South Korea’s representative
global logistics company.

2013

2015

• Company Name :

• Company Name :

• Company Name :

• Company Name :

• HQ : China

• HQ : China

• HQ : Malaysia

• HQ : China

CJ Smart Cargo

CJ Rokin Logistics

2017

Impact on business

Selection of
material issues

Material issue map

Materiality of issues

Reducing the environment impact of
logistics and transportation
Improving employees’ health and
safety management systems
GHG emissions management
and reduction

The Fourth Industrial Revolution has created a paradigm shift

￭ R&D innovation through cutting-edge technology

￭ Improving the acquisition of talented personnel and

construction businesses

22

• HQ : India

CJ Darcl Logistics

• Company Name :

CJ Gemadept Shipping
CJ Gemadept Logistics

• HQ : Vietnam

Business
Case

CJ Speedex Logistics

• Company Name :
DSC Logistics

• HQ : U.S.

Hosting the Logistic Olympics with 17 Participating Countries

Since 2018, CJ Logistics has hosted the ‘CJ Logistics Sales and Operation Competition’, a logistics Olympics that
aims to consolidate business expertise by sharing success in domestic and overseas businesses. By selecting

Plans and goals

￭ Strengthening the competitiveness of our logistics and

• HQ : U.A.E.

and automated services. CJ Logistics is leading the revolution

CJ Logistics’ activities
￭ Global market expansion

• Company Name :

CJ ICM Logistics

customer satisfaction through the expansion of infrastructure

Stakeholders’ interests

CJ Logistics’
response

• Company Name :

to gaining a competitive edge and improving efficiency and

and innovation system.

CJ Century Logistics

2018

in logistics. Securing smart logistics technology is essential

of business paradigms by building a TES-based convergence

2016

￭ Reinforcing our global competitiveness and business base
technology

￭ Developing unparalleled business capabilities through a
paradigm-shift

43 expert employees from 17 countries around the world, sharing their logistics and operational know-how
and highlighting their successes and achievements, this program helps to strengthen our mutual expertise
and business capabilities. P&D Division in Korea won the Sales category by making improvements to existing

cargo packaging methods, increasing efficiency and profits when loading and unloading at port. In the

Operations category, CJ Rokin China took first place for maximizing profitability and customer satisfaction

by expanding our services in areas from storage to sorting, packaging, and delivery in our logistics center
for consumer goods. Going forward, we will continue to organize events where global employees can share
their global business strategies and logistics know-how to bring synergy and secure a competitive edge in the
global market.

23
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TES-based Convergence Logistics Innovation System

R&D Projects

To develop systems and solutions that can be applied to diverse situations in the field, CJ Logistics is

CJ Logistics has developed a convergence logistics innovation system based on Technology (T),

committed to securing cutting-edge logistics equipment and new technologies. Accordingly, from 2018

Engineering (E), and Systems & Solutions (S). Based on our expertise in TES, we will lead smart logistics

to the end of 2019, research activities were carried out in various fields, including CPG/distribution,

and secure logistics digitalization technology in response to the fast-changing market environment and

textiles, and electronics. Moving forward, CJ Logistics will make continuous efforts in technology

hence lead paradigm shifts in the logistics industry.

TES-based Cutting-edge Logistics Company
CONSULTING

T

E

Technology

System &
Solution

Engineering

Robots that work like
humans

Seeing the Future with Data

Robogistics

Analygistics

Automated logistics
using robots

S

Optimization, big data,
Predictive logistics
using simulations

Always connected

Intelligistics

Intelligent logistics
through IoT and AI

Leading Logistics 4.0

development to lead at the forefront of logistics innovation.
Date

2019.06

R&D Projects

Date

UAE Dubai retained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

2018.10

UAE Abu Dhabi retained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification
Canada retained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification
USA retained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

2018.09

Application of high-speed ITS to 5 sub-terminals (Donghae, Yeongju, etc.)

2018.07

Retained outstanding logistics company certification
2019.05
2019.04
2019.03
2019.02
2019.01

2018.12
2018.11

Application of high-speed ITS to 5 sub-terminals (Gimcheon, Seongbuk A, etc.)

Application of high-speed ITS to 5 sub-terminals (Namdong B, Gwonseon, etc.)
Developed algorithm to improve efficiency of delivery vehicle operations

Retained AEO (Cargo Handling) certification

2018.03

Subsidiary company SB retains AEO (bonded area operation) certification

2018.02

Application of inspection scanner at Cheonan P&G Logistics Center

2018.01

Subsidiary company BND retains AEO (bonded area operation) certification

Business
Case

Application of high-speed ITS to 3 sub-terminals (Gyeonggi Gwangju, Yeoju, Haman)
Application of high-speed ITS to 7 sub-terminals (Pocheon, Gangnam C, Yongsan, etc.)
Retained AEO (freight transport agency) certification

Installation of automated roll-tainer unloading system at Gimpo Terminal

Application of high-speed ITS to 3 sub-terminals (Andong, Chungju, Donggamwon, etc.)

2018.04

Retained AEO (bonded area operation) certification

Application of high-speed ITS to 57 sub-terminals (Seongbuk, Gumi, Jeonju, etc.)
Application of smart packaging (4-side bubble wrapping) to sites in Wonsam

Application of high-speed ITS to 7 sub-terminals (Gangdong, Suwon, Gangbuk, etc.)
Application of smart packaging (4-side bubble wrapping) to sites in Deokpyeong

Application of high-speed ITS to 7 sub-terminals (Yeongcheon, Seongju, Yeonsu, etc.)
Application of high-speed ITS to 4 sub-terminals (Gwangju, Seongdong, etc.)
Retained AEO (Customs Cleared Enterprise) certification

Application of high-speed ITS to 6 sub-terminals (Saha, Gyeongju, Asan, etc.)

Logistics Innovator

CJ Logistics has established a TES Innovation Center where it is possible to experience the cutting-edge

Automatic Package Sorting System, “Wheel Sorter”

After first opening at KIFT (Korea Integrated Freight Terminal) in Gunpo, Gyeonggi-do, in 2017, the center

subterminal in September 2016. By 2019, we had finished installing wheel sorters for automated categorization at

At a cost of 122.7 billion KRW, CJ Logistics introduced the world’s first automated wheel sorter at a delivery

173 delivery terminals across the country. Wheel sorters are specialized equipment that use ITS (intelligent scanner)
to scan barcodes on delivery boxes, separating them according to delivery region using small wheels on a conveyor

"Innovation Stage", which introduces innovative technologies currently in use and under development;

belt. Following the introduction of wheel sorters, delivery drivers have seen a 50% reduction in delivery time and

a "Leadership Stage", which introduces the key technologies being developed to pioneer future logistics;

work intensity, resulting in positive changes like improved work convenience and stability. In addition to this, to

and an "Experience Stage", where visitors can experience CJ Logistics' innovative solutions first-hand.

contribute to improving our customer service, we have transitioned from a 1 day, 1 delivery system to a multi-

This is a space that demonstrates the ideal vision of CJ Logistics, where robots work like humans,

rotation delivery system. The wheel sorter has substantially improved work conditions for our delivery drivers, from

data is used to predict the future, and services are always available. An additional center, the R&D

reducing their workload in terms of product sorting and receipt, to improving the efficiency of logistics operations.

TES Innovation Center China, was established in CJ Rokin's Shanghai headquarters, and is currently

Moving forward, we plan to install additional wheel sorters and IT devices to further increase logistics automation.

developing solutions tailored to the local business in China.

2

3

3

1

Meet the innovative solutions
currently in use and under
development at the

“Innovation Stage”
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Application of smart packaging (4-side bubble wrapping) at Gimpo OO Center

Retained AEO (bonded transportation carrier) certification
2018.05

Retained ISO 9001 (quality management system) certification

USA retains ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

Canada gained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

Establishment of the i-herb GDC Center in Incheon
(QPS, Wearable Scanner, W-navi, Smart Packaging)

Application of high-speed ITS to 3 sub-terminals (Chilgok, Iksan)

Application of high-speed ITS to 3 sub-terminals (Gimhae, Jinju)

UAE Dubai gained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

Application of W-Navigator to Incheon Center

Application of high-speed ITS to 5 sub-terminals (Seocho B, Bucheon 2, etc.)

Application of high-speed ITS to 1 sub-terminal (Hongseong)

UAE Abu Dhabi retained ISO9001 (quality management system) certification

Application of high-speed ITS to 2 sub-terminals (Gwangju A, Gyeyang 1, etc.)

relocated to a larger concept space in Logis Park, Dongtan. The TES Innovation Center 2.0 consists of an

1

2018.06

Retained AEO (Customs Cleared Enterprise) certification

logistics equipment, new technologies and solutions that the company has researched and developed.

1

2018.08

Application of high-speed ITS to 5 sub-terminals (Guri, Songpa C, etc.)

TES Innovation Center

2

2018.11

R&D Projects

2

Meet the logistics
technologies of the future
at the

“Leadership Stage”

3

Meet and experience
these innovative solutions
at the

“Experience Stage”

AI-based Virtual Assistant

In 2019, CJ Logistics developed AI-based Virtual Assistants for the app used by our delivery drivers to improve work
convenience and efficiency. The virtual assistant is optimized for the delivery work environment, boasting diverse

AI technologies such as voice recognition and synthesis, and natural language processing. Using the various data

accumulated, we are able to learn more about the nine-stage delivery process and hence provide data in real-time for
tasks such as goods delivery and collection. Using this competitive TES capability to continuously innovate and advance
the delivery work environment, CJ Logistics plans to actively lead at the forefront of the logistics industry.
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Strengthening Competitiveness in the E&C and
Real-Estate Business

Project Competitiveness by Combining Expertise

We have a competitive advantage in winning projects (ONLYONE), leveraging major CJ brands in a
way that combines location and usage to provide additional value that differentiates us from other
construction companies.

Gaining Competitive Advantages through Specialization

In order to gain a competitive advantage in the E&C industry, we selected areas of specialization in

accordance with market trends and our business experience, such as logistics, remodeling, R&D, and

hotels, with the aim of fostering our business capabilities through core technology and sales performance.

Performance and Competitive Advantages
Performance

Engineering

CJ Bio Production Base (Malaysia)
CJ Food Production Base (Vietnam)
CJ Food Production Base (Jincheon)
Kolmar Korea Pharmaceutical Production Facilities

• Engineering expertise in building group global plants
• Extensive experience in building industrial plants in
the food/bio/pharmaceutical/beauty/material sectors
• EPC One-Stop Solution Provider (design-purchaseconstruction, etc.)

Logistics

•
•
•
•

Mega Hub Konjiam
Pyeongtaek Poseung Logistics Center
IKEA Goyang
CS Yangsan Logistics Center

• E
 xtensive experience in building large-scale, high-tech
logistics facilities (Asia’s largest logistics center, etc.)
• Multi-phase operation (logistics detailed design/
equipment engineering)
• One-Stop Total Solution Provider
(acquisition of land, development, construction, etc.)

Remodelling

•
•
•
•

Hyundai City Outlet
Homeplus (Junggae, Gangseo)
Solaria Hotel (Myungdong)
KT&G Sangsang Madang Busan

R&D

CJ Blossom Park
Descente Global Shoes R&D Center
Kolmar Korea Technical Center
Toray Korea R&D Center

Hyungji ArtMalling
Food
&
Food Service

Bioengineering

• N
 etwork with Korea Remodeling Association member
companies (present chair company)
• Grand Prize at the 2016 Korea Remodeling
Architecture Exhibition (Hyundai City Outlet)
• 2016 Korean Remodeling Architecture Competition
(Solaria Hotel Myungdong)
• P
 lanning and consulting expertise based on extensive
R&D project development
• Experience in building Korea's largest food bioconvergence R&D center (CJ Blossom Park)
• Expertise in building special exterior structures e.g.
Korea's first 3D curved sunshade

Securing Specialized Technologies through R&D

In 2019, CJ Logistics added six additional patent applications to the three it had in 2018, making for a total of 9
patent applications. In 2019, the first patent application concerns a mechanized super-flat construction method

utilizing lightweight placing equipment and flattening equipment, whilst the second patent application was

for a dry construction method for precast concrete junctions that enables bolts to be assembled on the
junction assemblies without having to wait for the concrete to cure. The third patent application concerns the
Way Finding System for logistics facilities, which is a location information design system that accounts for the

characteristics of large spaces when locating things inside them. The fourth patent application is for a precast

concrete Gerber beam construction method, which improves the shape of the connection when assembling

the precast concrete and hence increases the speed and stability of the construction when compared to
standard methods. The fifth patent application is for a tapered pile construction method, which uses a tapered

soil-stabilizing stirring body on the top 10cm of earth to increase the ground’s load-bearing capacity. The sixth
patent application concerns a construction method for lightweight concrete walls, where panels composed of
light insulation and wire mesh are assembled on-site and filled with shotcrete to form a wall.
*PC: Precast Concrete

Quality Assurance System Certification

In the E&C sector, we are committed to leading customer satisfaction and innovation by delivering high-

quality products and services. Based on ISO 9001, we have established a competitive quality assurance
system that is being implemented by all our employees.
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Entertainment
&
Media

Competitive Advantages

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

New
Distribution

ArtMalling, a shopping landmark located in Sahagu, Busan, and developed by CJ Logistics E&C, is a
model example of how major CJ brands such as CGV,
Gaejeolbabsang, Olive Young and Twosome Place can
be combined in one successful location.

Songdo Time Space

Time Space, currently under construction by CJ
Logistics E&C, is a large commercial building located
in Songdo New Town and expected to be complete
by 2020. It has already been confirmed that CGV will
open in the building, making this another successful
example of collaboration between major CJ brands.

Expansion of Global Engineering Business

By expanding our overseas operations in such countries as Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the

Philippines, and by undertaking engineering-related businesses in food, bio-plant and other sectors, we
are creating synergy within our group and improving our competitiveness in global engineering.

Global E&C Projects

China

BIO Factory Logistics Warehouse in Shenyang

Vietnam

Fermented Soybean Plant in Vietnam

China

Feed Plant in Hanam

Feed Plant in Binh Dinh

Japan

Feed Plant in Dong Nai

Food Valley in Ho Chi Minh
Feed Plant in Mekong

Extension of Flour Plant in Vung Tau

Laos

Expansion of Ho Chi Minh International
School

Philippines

Malaysia, Indonesia and
Philippines

L-Methionine Plant Construction and
Expansion in Malaysia

Feed Plant in Kalimantan
Feed Plant in Semarang

Vietnam
Malaysia

Indonesia

Feed Plant in Mindanao, the Philippines

Arginine and Citruline Plant in Indonesia
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Establishment of Safety & Health System
Safety and Health System

CJ Logistics operates a safety management system based on its mid/long-term safety management
plans along with the ‘Safety Management Team’, which is the CJ Group’s safety management overseer.
The logistics segment is standardizing the enterprise’s SHE for systematic management to prevent safety
and health issues that may occur in the process of business operations and conducting continuous

worksite safety environment diagnosis. The construction segment is making efforts to establish an

upbeat and healthy safety-first culture by establishing an autonomous safety and health management
system. CJ Logistics is reflecting opinions on each business segment including the establishment of

a prevention plan, selection of safety and health training items, and monitoring and improvements
in the work environment through the operation of an enterprise “safety management working-level

committee.” In addition, a separate safety manager is designated in the Line organization in each
worksite to make efforts for worksite safety management. In 2018, we established a safe delivery
environment team to raise the level of safety and health management in the courier segment.

Advancement Strategy

Establishing a Site-Centered Safety Management System
Risk
Management

• Managing and Improving Key Risks

- Company-wide Risk Assessment and Improvement
- Improvement, Investment Process Improvement

• Establishing Monitoring System

- Safety Management Activities & Key Indicator
Management

Material issue map

Impact on business

Selection of
material issues

Materiality of issues

Reducing environmental impact
caused by logistics and shipment
Improving the safety and health
management system for employees
Reducing GHG emissions
Stakeholders’ interests

CJ Logistics’
response

safety has led to enhanced regulations, including a complete

revision to the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Safety
and health issues may not only impact overall corporate
management processes but may also cause harm to

employees. This in turn is an important issue connected to CJ

￭ Establishment of safety-first culture

management system

- Undertaking Green Logistics Activities
- Energy conservation to reduce greenhouse gases
: Achievement of government-set objectives

• Strengthening organizational safety
management

• Re-establishing worksite safety officer R&R

- Worker ➡ Supervisor Role Strengthening
- Middle manager ➡ Management Supervisor Role
Strengthening
※ Strengthening the selection of workplace health
and safety officers

• Reinforcing the education of a safety
management mindset

- Improving the health and safety education of all
employees
- Improving the collective education of management
supervisors

Central
Control
Tower

• Reforming practical standards for safety
management

- Reforming all practical standards relating to SHE
- Strengthening operations in accordance with
practical standards
➡ Checks and improvements through auditing

• Implementation of company-wide audits

- Establishment of Audit/reward implementation guidelines
- Implementation of company-wide audits and
regular reports
- Rewarding outstanding businesses

• Establishment of a health management system
- Establishment of a health management operating process
: Re-establishment of R&R for all staff
- Implementation of medical examinations and
management of the sick

Safety Management System Certification

reinforce our processes to ensure safety in the workplace.

￭ Build integrated safety management system for partner
companies

• Low Carbon Green Logistics Activities and
Reducing GHG Emissions

the potential risk factors related to safety and health, and

Plans and goals

￭ Conducting safety evaluations to eliminate potential risks

- secure work environment for employees at the
design stage
: Operating facilities, safety facilities, etc.

Logistics’ industry reputation. We therefore seek to identify

CJ Logistics’ activities

￭ Improvement/supplementary activities for safety
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The recent increase in social concerns regarding workplace

• SDR Implementation

Autonomous
Safety
Systems

As a preventative method to remove safety risks that may occur in businesses operations, the Logistics Division

is establishing and implementing risk evaluation and prior safety evaluation guidelines. We renewed the
OHSAS 18001 system certification in 2017. By preparing and distributing the English version along with the

safety management system manual, procedural sheets and guideline revisions, we have enhanced the safety
management competency of our global worksites.

Likewise, the E&C Division manages safety and health management at a level higher than the legal requirements

￭ Stronger safety and health management systems

for OHSAS 18001 certification. We are also periodically planning and operating risk analysis and prevention

programs and making efforts to establish and internalize autonomous safety and health management systems.

￭ Strengthen safety and health risk management capacity

In 2018, the International Organization for Standardization replaced the existing OHSA S18001 international
CJ Logistics ISO 14001 Certificate

standard for health and safety risk management and prevention with ISO 45001, an international standard for
health and safety systems. CJ Logistics was certified for switching from OHSAS 18001 to ISO 45001.
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Safety and Health Risk Management

When making investments in new construction projects or extensions or logistics equipment installations, CJ
Logistics conducts prior SDR to monitor safety factors from the planning stage to prevent safety or health risks.

The Logistics Division collaborates with external institutions to regularly monitor worksites in the

country. We are working to improve our worksites by proactively eliminating the risk factors confirmed

through monitoring. During seasons heavily impacted by heavy rain, heavy snow, cold waves, typhoons,
etc., we enact prior safety monitoring processes.

The E&C Division operates a smart risk evaluation process to identify risk factors, judge the foundation

of the construction site, and monitor to whether the established safety measures are implemented.

For efficient risk management, we connect the system and mobile devices to enhance two-way

communications with the partner, improve immediate risk factors, make documentation work simpler

Use Approved Rigging Equipment

terminal workers to train them on how to prevent and cope with accidents. We also enhance our employees’

safety awareness and response capabilities by implementing a safety mindset education (online) and providing

health and safety education (online) every quarter. The E&C division seeks to create safe worksites by raising
safety awareness and strengthening safety and health management problem-solving competence. Accordingly,
we provide relevant training for all employees and partner company managers. With the help of professional
training consultants, we produce unique content and deliver customized training.

유해위험장소 및
장비 작업 時 안전보호구 착용

지정된 보행자
통행로 外 무단통행 금지

차량운행 時
전방주시 및 양보운전 철저

지정된 흡연장소 外
모든장소 금연 실시

사고발생 時 대응프로세스 준수
[RM 보고체계 준수]

2017. 12. 21
씨제이대한통운주식회사
대표이사 박 근 태

9 Items in the Safety Golden Rule
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TOP 7 Special Safety Policies

Lifting Safety

immediately when accidents occur. In addition, we provide separate workshops and training for delivery

안전환경 교육훈련
적극 참여

proactive in building a safety-first culture unique to our company with accident prevention initiatives.

Establish work plans and check
specifications

The Logistics division provides training for all employees to prevent safety accidents and to help them respond

작업시작前 안전점검 및
유해위험요인 확인/제거

and reflecting violations in the safety evaluations of our partner companies. Going forward, we plan to be

Construction
Equipment

Safety and Health Training

사업장
정리정돈 시행 철저

and supervisors. We are encouraging employees’ participation by analyzing the history of policy violations

measures when materials are found, thereby proactively preventing worksite accidents.

decisions on on-site safety issues, thereby proactively supporting safety.

사업장 일일
안전패트롤 시행 철저

through standing sideboards and banners and provided training to all employees, including managers

Safety Policy

of safety awareness centered at CJ Logistics worksites. We allow the management to make timely

씨제이대한통운은 Global Top 수준의 안전경영체계 구축을 위하여

management items were used to select the ‘TOP 7 Special Safety Policies’. We have promoted this

Type

Top-level management participates in the “Group Safety Day” held each month to promote a culture

준수해야 할 안전기본수칙 (Safety Golden Rule)을 제정하여 선포합니다.

of different types of industrial hazards in Korea. These high-risk jobs in the analysis and focused

Safety Policy

Group Safety Day

Safety Golden Rule

procedures with high probability for accidents. We have analyzed material disasters and the risks

Type

Disseminate Safety Culture

사업장 內 발생되는 모든 안전사고 예방을 위해 전 임직원 및 모든 출입자가 반드시

The E&C Division has selected a Top 7 list of special safety rules for focused management of work

and faster, and conduct real-time monitoring.

CJ Logistics will steadily analyze and evaluate worksite risk factors, and take immediate response

CJ대한통운

TOP 7 Special Safety Policies

High-rise Working
Environment
Flammable Work

Install fall-prevention facilities and
place safety locks
Prevent spark scattering and isolate
flammable materials

Temporary Facility Check whether construction
conditions match installation plan
Confined Space
Work

Measure toxic gas concentration and
ensure ventilation

Temporary Electric Install earth leakage breaker and
Work
check ground connection

Safe Driving Management of Logistics Vehicles

The Logistics Division has introduced vehicle safety equipment and systems to prevent logistics vehicle
accidents as well as promote safe driving by drivers. Aside from installing a rear-monitoring camera
to prevent traffic accidents, which may arise when delivery vehicles are backing up, we are the first

Korean logistics company to attach an ADAS to cargo vehicles and delivery vehicles. Through ADAS’s

implementation of an alarm for front end collisions and LDWS, we prevent traffic accidents caused from
drivers falling asleep at the wheel or their lack of attention or negligence in keeping their eyes forward.

In addition, we have introduced the “smart integrated logistics system” to support drivers’ safe and

efficient work. The vehicle control center uses WCDMA to identify the real-time situations of vehicles
including their location, route, state of cargo in transport, fuel consumption volume, speed, etc. The

digital driving records are analyzed in real time to provide relevant information. The driver uses the

mobile application to confirm allocation orders, cargo information, guidance of loading and unloading
regions, announcements, nearby traffic accident information, and safe driving indicators.

Delivery Driver Safety Awareness Education

Safety and Health Activities
Safety Rules Established
Safety Golden Rule

The Logistics Division has established and introduced the Safety Golden Rule in 2018 to achieve enterprise
safety management targets and raise safety awareness among employees. We analyzed high risks and

categorized them into nine items based on the commitment of the management, including enterprise
safety and health environment management policies, government policies and legal requirements, and

enterprise accident statistical analysis. In 2018, beginning with the CEO’s announcement of voluntary

commitment to safety, we published PR/guidelines and statements signed by employees. In addition,
we have been operating and monitoring the worksites’ autonomous Safety Golden Rule implementation

campaigns. This will be expanded to all employees, including those in partner companies, to secure the
safety of all workers and the establishment of a safety-first culture in management activities.
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Standardizing the SHE Pre-Questionnaire

To achieve global standards of safety management and systematic external communication, the logistics division

Supporting the Health and Safety Capabilities of Partner
Companies

as a basis to standardize its SHE Pre-Questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of 11 items, including safety

with the aim of preventing industrial accidents. To ensure safety, industrial, firefighting and traffic safety

The logistics division of CJ Logistics provides special training to employees of our partner companies,

of CJ Logistics has strengthened its field safety response capabilities using ISO 45001, an international standard,

training is conducted for all employees at all of our partner company sites. Through diverse activities

policy, health management, safety monitoring, risk assessment, and emergency response systems, and will

and initiatives, we will continue to strive towards creating a safer working environment.

continue to be updated in accordance with stakeholders' needs - such as external safety assessment standards
and client companies.

Manage Global Safety and Health

Worksite Cleaning Day

CJ Logistics’ Logistics division strives to minimize the rate of accidents by proactively identifying and

responding to safety and health risks that arise from its global expansion. To this end, the company

The E&C Division conducts a weekly worksite cleaning day to organize the site and eliminate safety

works with the group's safety management team to conduct safety diagnoses of its workplaces in each

risk factors. Through this activity, we seek to create safer work environments, prevent accidents,

country. The potential risks and improvement measures derived from the diagnoses are shared with our

and promote a culture of on-site safety establishment.

Safety and Health Management in Partner Companies

Building Transportation Management System for Harmful Chemical
Substances

To prevent accidents that may arise in the transportation of harmful chemical substances by partner

will continue to help improve safety standards in our global workplaces.

Business
Case

Worksite Safety Improvement Activities

companies, CJ Logistics has built a harmful chemical substance system in collaboration with partner

CJ Logistics puts top priority

Work Environment Improvement Activities

“Safety Partnership Among Partners” work agreement in 2016, we built a management system to

stakeholders who participate in

proactively improve the convenience of couriers, we plan worksite improvements on a scale of KRW

companies, external professional institutes, and professional consultation firms. Beginning with the

transport harmful chemical substances by partner companies. Through this collaboration, we have
developed and published the partner companies’ safe transportation management manuals and

solutions, thereby allowing them to strengthen their own safety management competencies. In addition,
we plan to eventually share this relevant system with all partner companies.

Harmful Chemical Substance Transportation Management System
Build Partnership

Build partnerships with CJ Logistics’ partner companies

Build Partner
Company
Management System

Enhancement of partner company management system

• Sign partnership agreement with CJ Logistics’ partner companies
• Establish support strategies through CJ Logistics’ internal partnership programs
• Develop checklists and procedures for partner company management
• Develop and supply manuals to manage harmful/toxic substances
• Evaluate partner companies and apply the evaluation results to the management system

Safe Transportation
Improve partner companies’ competencies
Management Support • Develop training programs through partner companies and transport workers’ union
for Partner Companies • Provide support plans for building a base for the transportation of harmful chemical
substances
• Provide promotion plans for accident response and safety management (video, booklets,
vehicle accessories, etc)
Spreading
Performance Results
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operations in each country, including Korea, so that improvements can be made. Moving forwards, we

Devise diffusion plans for non-participating partner companies

• Find/supply/spread successful case studies
• Supply training materials and support programs among partner companies

on protecting the safety of all

business operation processes. We are

conducting a wide variety of activities
to secure safety in worksites and

steadily improve safe environments.

Aside from the capital expenditures on automation facilities worth KRW 122.7 billion, spent to
60 billion by 2020 to reinforce environment safety throughout our enterprise. The improvement

activities covered all areas related to safety including electricity, facilities, and conveyor belts in
addition to firefighting facilities and infrastructures. In 2019, we focused on enhancing the safety

of our worksites and are implementing improvement activities based on each site’s operational
realities and characteristics.

To deal with top risks in the worksite, we have re-established internal safety management standards.

Along with 21 tasks for enterprise SHE safety management standards that have been revised
and newly established, we plan to expand the existing 39 items to 53 in the Standard Operation

Procedure. We plan to share the standardized manuals on-site and to monitor whether or not to
implement them in the future when diagnosing worksites.

Establishment of Delivery Safety Environment Team

In 2018, the Logistics division of CJ Logistics established a dedicated team for health and safety,

responsible for overall health and safety management. With the aim of establishing a regular

inspection system, including a workplace safety management system and guidelines, the Delivery
Workplace Safety team has installed safety infrastructure in delivery terminals (Hub/Sub),
implemented safety innovations schools, and created and distributed safety training videos to
provide safety education for all employees. Through these sustained efforts and activities, the team
is proactively strengthening the safety awareness of employees and helping eradicate workplace
accidents in the delivery sector.
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Building an Environmental Management System
Environmental Management System

The CJ Logistics Division considers the business characteristics in providing global logistics services

to conduct various strategic tasks and eliminates potential environmental risks to build a sustainable
environmental management system.

The Construction Division identifies the environmental impact of the construction activities in all

divisions of construction including construction, engineering, business management, and service, and
conducts environmental impact evaluations and manages potential pollutants. As such, we are doing
our best to deliver eco-friendly business management.

We have organized and are operating a division dedicated to environmental management to guide

executives who handle environmental issues, HQ safety environment teams, and employees tasked

for environmental care at each worksite. Through this division, we are systematically and preemptively
integrating and managing enterprise-level environmental issues.

Environmental Management Vision and Goals

Vision

Mission

Impact on business

Selection of
material issues

Material issue map
Reducing environmental impact
caused by logistics and shipment
Improving the safety and health
management system for employees
Reducing GHG emissions
Stakeholders’ interests

CJ Logistics’
response

Role

Materiality of issues

With the advent of the fourth industrial revolution, the
logistics technology has become an important factor in
determining a company's competitiveness, and through

expanded and automated logistics infrastructure services, we
can improve customer satisfaction and the efficiency of our

logistics system. CJ Logistics strives to lead the evolution of
the logistics business paradigm by establishing a TES-based
integrated logistics innovation system.

Plans and goals

￭ Responding to climate change

￭ Achieving greenhouse GHG and energy reduction goals.

￭ Reducing our environmental impact

ISO 45001 Certificate

Developing
an Advanced
Environmental
Management
System

Build a Sustainable Environmental
Management System for the Future

Respond to
Climate Change

Minimize
Environmental
Risks

Standardized
Global
Environmental
Management

Environmental Management System Certification

CJ Logistics focuses on maintaining and making a robust environmental management system. Since the

Incheon branch has received the environmental management system certification in 1999, the Logistics
Division expanded the certification scope to the entire enterprise in 2010. The Logistics Division has
maintained the certification since.

The E&C Division has obtained environmental management system certification and is maintaining
it on the engineering, architecture, house-building, electricity, industrial/environmental facilities, and
firefighting constructions and on ICT constructions.

￭ Advancing our environmental management system.

As part of the activities to strengthen the environmental management system, we conduct internal

appraisal trainings for on-site training and self-monitoring to each worksite supervisors. Through these

￭ Establishing an eco-friendly business environment.

activities, we have been strengthening the managerial capacity of relevant employees and enhancing
the function of the worksite environmental management systems.
E&C Division ISO14001 Certificate
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Prior Elimination of
Environmental Risks

logistics paradigm is rapidly changing. Securing smart

CJ Logistics’ activities

￭ Strengthening environmental management

To Achieve Top Global Level Green Management

By enhancing the environmental management system of the enterprise, we plan to make continuous
efforts to identify potential environmental risks in advance and minimize environmental impacts.
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Responding to Climate Change and Saving
Energy

Realizing Eco-Friendly Logistics and E&C
Expansion of Green Logistics

GHG Emissions Control System

The Logistics Division conducts “green logistics” by optimizing logistics transportation. Based from our

CJ Logistics compiles the energy usage volume of the HQ and all worksites each month and

comprehensive control center, we are minimizing energy waste by optimizing routes, integrating vehicle

automatically calculates GHG emissions to manage GHG gases in order to reach GHG emissions

allocation, and enhancing backhaul rates*. Using HELLO, an open market logistics platform, we have

reduction targets. Through comprehensive analysis of the collected data, the GHG reduction target until

applied the industry’s first “intelligence HELLO technology” to rapidly connect owners of trucks and

2021 is set and the implementation plan is established to proactively manage GHG/energy targets.

owners of cargo to improve logistics processes.

GHG Offset Activities

We are actively taking the lead in switching to an eco-friendly logistics infrastructure. As part of our
efforts, we have been researching the feasibility of eco-friendly vehicles through the introduction

CJ Logistics is conducting a wide variety of activities to conserve community environments and reduce

of electric cargo vehicles in Jeju Island from 2016 and establishing a vehicle replacement plan in

GHG emissions. To reach our goal of planting up to 240,000 trees, we have been afforesting closed-

consideration of the commercialization of 1-ton electric trucks. By working to realize green logistics, we

down roads and idle land on highways. From 2018 we implemented a Gangseo Hangang River Park

plan to augment our eco-friendly infrastructure and continue our efforts to improve our policies.

Carbon Offset Forestation event to reduce carbon emissions with green plants. We have also introduced

electricity-driven delivery tools in our businesses, such as silver delivery services, while collaborating

*Backhaul Rate : A percentage representation demonstrating how much cargo freight a vehicle transports on its way back
from a one-way transport haul.

with SMEs to develop and use eco-friendly electric carts to reduce GHG.

Environmental Performance
Category

Specific

Unit

Investment in
Environmental
Protection
GHG Emissions
(Refer to Verification
Document)

Total Environmental
Protection Expenses and
Investment
Total GHG Emissions

KRW
million

Scope1 emissions

Scope2 emissions

tCO2eq/
KRW
100,000

GHG Emissions per Unit
Energy Use

GHG Reduction Performance

Total Energy Use

TJ

Fuel Use

TJ

Electricity Use

Energy Use per Unit
Water Use

Effluent and Waste
Emission

TJ

TJ/KRW
100,000
Energy Reduction Performance TJ

Total Water Use

Total Effluent Emission
Total Waste Emission

ton

ton

ton

2016
914

2017
28

2018

2019.6

Sustainable Golf Course Certification

2020
Target

The E&C Division’s golf club Haesley was certified in 2014 by the GEO, the UK eco-friendly golf course certification
institute, and was certified again in 2017. In addition, the Club Nine Bridge acquired GEO certification in 2019.
The Golf Environment Organization (GEO) was established in the UK in 2000 and is an eco-friendly golf course
certification authority that carries out consistent efforts to enhance the sustainability and environment of golf

195,574 202,671 216,667 106,567 270,000

134,957 137,978 125,319
60,633 64,693 91,348
4.02
3.90
3.50
-38,657 -34,057
-6,048
3,147
3,273
3,645
1,249
1,333
1,869
1,916
1,958
1,776
0.06
0.06
0.06
-622
12,798
12,798
177

-143
11,654
11,654
133

-26

facilities. When the GEO certifies an eco-friendly golf course, the strict evaluation criteria cover Nature, Resources,

63,245 140,000
43,322 130,000
3.30
3.80
-14,519 -30,000
1,782
4,616
820
2,657
962
1,959
0.06
0.70
-144

and Community. GEO certification is issued through two rounds of validation processes. Afterwards, it is required
to be re-certified every three years to maintain the GEO certification.

Biodiversity Conservation

We are making efforts to conserve biodiversity by designing and building golf courses that minimize
damage to the natural environment and adapt to the original topography. Every spring, we release

-800

Energy Usage Reduction Activities

CJ Logistics’ use of energy is concentrated in logistics delivery activities and building energy usage. In order

to save energy in the logistics transportation segment, we are continuously providing Eco-Driving training to

improve the couriers’ driving habits and prevent them from wasting too much energy via engine idling, etc. Using
the integrated logistics system, we are managing energy by increasing logistics efficiency and decreasing empty
transfer rates. We are striving to cut down the energy usage in buildings as well. As part of our various energy

conservation activities, we have installed and replaced lighting in buildings, including the logistics center, with
high-efficiency LED lights and installed a solar energy facility on the roof of our logistics center.

Efficient Resource Management

We have devised waste management guidelines to minimize unavoidable waste, which is generated during
logistics business operations, and manage them efficiently. Moreover, we have come up with internal

standards to minimize environmental pollution and conserve resources and systematically manage waste

generation volume. In the E&C Division, unlike ordinary resorts that depend on automatic watering, we
proactively use hand watering to minimize unnecessary water usage. We have introduced low-flush toilets
and water tank storage compressors to improve the efficiency of water usage. In 2018, a total of 63 tons of
muddy water were filtered and reused to reduce the amount of water used for recycling. We will continue to

make efforts to compressors to all golf courses in operation to the prevention and environmental pollution

freshwater snails into the ponds in our courses to alleviate algal bloom as well as snakeheads to

reduce fruit flies and mosquitos. Through these consistent efforts to realize the value of humans-nature
cohabitation, Yeoju Haesley Nine Bridges became a habitat for about 60 species including eagle-owls
and Grade 2 Endangered Species of common buzzards, kestrels, and wrinkled frogs.

Business
Case

2019 Korea Green Management Award, Minister of
Environment Award

The CJ Logistics E&C Division has earned the Minister of Environment Award as part of the 2019

Korea Green Management Award, which was jointly held by the Ministry of Trade, Environment, and
Energy and the Ministry of Environment. We conducted environment impact evaluation to minimize
environmental pollution and unavoidable construction waste. By managing key environmental
pollution factors, we reduce waste and suppress emissions of environmental pollutants, and we
have been acknowledged for contributing to reducing waste.

Environmental regulation is being made increasingly stricter throughout industries. Proactive

efforts must do more than simply respond to these social trends if companies are to fulfill their

environmental management duties as corporate citizens for the next generation. With this award,
we plan to make efforts to not be complacent in the present. Rather, we will continue to implement
improvements in environmental management and establish them throughout enterprise.

of resources through the establishment and spread of an efficient resource management system.
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SUSTAINABILITY
FUNDAMENTALS
CJ Logistics strives to grow alongside its diverse
stakeholders. As a corporate citizen, we will
continue to make efforts to contribute to

sustainable social development by considering
various factors affecting stakeholders.

40

EMPLOYEES

48

COMMUNITY

45
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PARTNERS
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EMPLOYEES

Recruitment

HR Development

Recruitment Policy

New employee training

CJ Logistics' HR policy follows CJ Group's HR system. Based on the philosophy of “Talent First,” CJ

CJ Logistics supports all new employees so that they can become specialized experts in either

Group's founding philosophy, we hire talented people so that we can grow into a top global Top-Tier

logistics, construction, real estate, or resorts. New recruits will undergo four levels of training, including

logistics company. We find talent through various recruitment programs such as J (Junior) tracks, G

introductory training, project idea proposal projects, on-site training, and vision design camps one year

(Global) tracks, and local job openings. To prevent discrimination throughout the hiring process, we

after joining.

work to ensure that the entire process is transparent and fair.

New Hires
Category

Total new hires

Unit

Employment type

Permanent

Age group

Under 30

Gender

Competency-Building Training

(As of June 2019)

Non-permanent

No. of
person

We are promoting employee competency through four phases of job competency enhancement training.

No. of person

To foster the highest level of consultants and engineers with both theoretical and field experience, level

449

4 includes SCM Consulting Academy consisting of four-step processes (SCM Consultant Basic, Advanced,

359

Master). The employee rotation system also supports the competence building of employees within the

90

global headquarters.

314

30~50

126

50 and over

9

Male

Global Talent Competency-Building Program

355

Female

Through the operation of our overseas dispatch programs, GE and GEP, we are actively nurturing

94

global talent and supporting global advancement of our business operation. We also operate global
self-training programs, such as Global Knock, Global Voyage, and the Global Insight Program, to help

Business
Case

executives and employees strengthen their global capabilities.

Open
Recruitment

Global Talent Competency-Building Program

Overseas
Dispatch
Training

Program
Future Logistics Talent Acquisition

Global Talent Acquisition

Local Talent Acquisition

CJ Logistics secures talent who will lead

Since 2011, CJ Logistics has operated the

CJ Logistics secures local talent through

Junior Track

the future logistics industry through the
Junior Track (J Track). Since 2012, we have

been selecting outstanding talent from
special high schools, providing them with

employment opportunities through internships
and recruitment procedures. We provide
scholarships and support for obtaining

logistics-related certificates to the selected

students during their academic studies, and
after obtaining practical experience during

their internships, we officially hire them after

Global Track

Global-Track program in cooperation with

universities specializing in logistics and foreign
languages. University students selected for the

program are granted scholarships during their
time in school. During vacation internships,

students are given opportunities to get various

practical experiences, including at overseas

subsidiaries, to grow as logistics specialists.
Those selected early as talent are given fulltime job positions upon their graduation.

Open Recruitment for Local Talent

the Open Local Talent Recruitment system

introduced in 2018. Under this system, which
aims to recruit and work with talented people

globally, job positions and recruitment targets

were diversified to tap into diverse talent pools.
By allowing applicants to select their preferred
workplaces and positions, we met the needs
for both job seekers and our company.

Global

Experience
Program

GE (Global Expert)

• Pre-Foster Program for dispatch candidates for
business expansion strategy such as M & A and
the establishment of new hubs

GEP (Global Expatriate Pool)

• Foster a pool of overseas dispatch candidates
for global business expansion

• Discover and nurture outstanding global talent
through GE programs

Global Knock

• Members who want global
training can design a global
program of his/her own
- Unpaid leave system for
language training, global
job training/experience, etc

• Eligible for those who worked
over 5 years with language
level 2 or above

Global Voyage

• 3 nights/4 days overseas
business experience program
for major global markets
• For all the newly promoted
staff (leader-level)

Global Insight Program

•A
 cquire and expand
global business insights in
connection with overseas
business trips (company
benchmarking, networking,
market research, etc.)
•F
 or all employees traveling
abroad

they complete their introductory training.
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Performance Evaluation and Compensation

Corporate Culture Innovation Activities
Strengthen organizational consensus

Job-based Performance Evaluation

CJ Logistics seeks to improve employee engagement through various improvement programs for the
organizational culture. Regular site visits and meetings with employees are held to support the CEO's

By shifting to a performance-based culture, we are enhancing the performance of our employees

communication with employees. We are strengthening our organizational power and building a sound

in a rapidly changing global business environment. We reward employees based on their job value

organizational culture through the Customized Innovation Workshop. The company also introduces

and performance contribution and manage HR, focusing on work and competency. For performance

examples of change and innovation through CKN, its in-house broadcasting channel, and plans other

management, we have implemented PMDS* (Performance Management & Development System), which

various content.

consists of three stages: goal setting, interim review, and performance evaluation. Through continuous

Furthermore, for our on-site logistics employees, we run the 'Food Truck' and 'Lunch Box' programs,

communication and coaching, we seek to achieve our business goals and enhance the individual

through which we regularly visit parcel delivery centers and distribution centers to serve hot meals.

competency of our employees.

ICON Leader

Performance Based Reward

CJ Logistics operates a transparent compensation system based on fair performance evaluation. New

hires are paid the same wage regardless of gender, and the wages for each job grade are differentiated
by five different performance evaluation grades. When evaluating performance, we conduct the overall
assessment of the long-term work progress rather than short-term performance.

CJ Logistics is promoting organizational culture innovation through its “ICON Leader” system, which
Food Truck(Run, Golden Carriage)

Forum', which helps senior executives lead the way in promoting a healthy organizational culture.

Moving forwards, every quarter, we will share diverse content such as how to work efficiently and

We strive to build a corporate culture that generates performance and supports business strategies to
achieve WBC 2030. Based on the results of the 2018 group culture analysis, we have newly established
four strategic directions and nine major tasks for change and innovation in 2019. We are operating our

bridge generational gaps. By doing so, we hope to establish a culture characterized by mutual respect,
ICON Leader

corporate culture innovation program accordingly.

Among Employees

Support for Company Clubs

In 2019, 139 clubs were active, and awards were given to outstanding clubs to enhance the participation

and interest among members. In May 2018, the 3rd CJ Logistics Club Festival was held to provide a place
for exchange and communication between sectors.

2019 Strategic Direction

Mutual Respect

consideration and excellent performance.

We actively support in-house clubs to boost the morale of employees and increase their work efficiency.

Strategic Directions for Innovative Change in 2019

Building Culture of

relation to the topics selected every month.

Moreover, to stimulate innovation in our company culture, we are also running the 'Change Innovation

Corporate Culture Innovation Strategy

/ Vision

headquarters and each on-site organization, carry out activities to bring change and innovation in

Change & Innovation CAMP

Corporate Culture Innovation

Shared Mission

stands for Innovation, Communication, Outcome, and Encouragement. ICON Leaders, selected by the

Efficient Meeting

Enhanced Capacity

Reporting Culture

and Innovation

and

for Global Change

Change & Innovation CAMP and Forum

Employee Counseling System

We provide psychological counseling (clinic center) and problem-handling services to protect the
human rights of our employees and make sure they lead happy lives. We also provide counseling

to help them deal with a wide range of issues, from personal concerns to work stress. The Clinic
Center is in operation together with an external professional counseling center, and the problemhandling system is designed to ensure that any uploaded consultation inquiry is answered within
7 days through the company’s intranet.

9 Major Projects
Enhance employee
consensus to achieve
company’s direction and
vision
Strengthen pride through
growth of both the
company and employees
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Provide customized, levelspecific care service
Build corporate culture
that puts respect and
caring mindset first
Establish and implement
rational and fair
system without blind spots

Break away from
authoritative and
inefficiency in meeting
and reporting culture

Establish /execute
overseas corporationspecific organizational
culture strategy

Hold meaningful meetings
where everyone can freely
speak out

Build the foundation for
stable organizational
culture for New Family
Company
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Family-Friendly Program
Welfare Benefits

CJ Logistics provides welfare benefits to raise the
morale and motivation of our employees. Through

a diverse range of benefits, such as CJ Members
Card, cafeteria points, and support for family events,
tuition fees for children, healthcare, childbirth and

childcare, we are striving to increase the quality of
life of our employees.

Resting culture

We introduced the Rest Bridge system, a planned year-round vacation system, to encourage our

employees to set their own vacation schedules. In doing so, they can plan more than five days of
vacation twice a year in advance, as well as take annual leave during the bridge holidays. In addition,

we created a culture where employees can rest as much as possible by allowing 2-hour leave and
implementing the “Mobile-Off” campaign that prevents employees from receiving mobile work requests
outside of working hours or while on vacation.

Expanding Childcare Support System for Employees

By expanding our employee childcare support, we created a family-friendly culture and comfortable

2019 0751

environment where all employees can stay focused at work.

Child Care Support Program

씨제이대한통운(주)
서울특별시 중구 세종대로9길 53 (서소문동)

2019.12.01~2022.11.30

Category

Child school admission care leave
2019

12

Spouse maternity leave

13

Reduced working hours during pregnancy
Reduced working hours for newborn care
Reduced working hours for child school
admission

Family-Friendly Company Certificate

Reduced working hours for emergency
childcare
Infertility support leave
Pregnancy leave

Details

Grant of one-time (may be divided) leave available before and after the
child entering elementary school
2-week paid leave available when the spouse gives birth

Reduced working hours by 2 hours a day by the employee specified period
Reduce working hours by 2 hours a day for employees with children within
3 months of age
Reduce working hours one hour per day for employees with children
planning to attend elementary school

Reduce working hours by 1 hour per day for employees with children who
need to respond to urgent childcare issues (usable once per month)
7-day paid leave for female workers undergoing infertility treatment
Unpaid leave of absence for pregnant women

Customized Leave System for Onsite Workers

CJ Logistics Construction has implemented various programs to improve employee welfare, including
the establishment of Let’s Go, a customized leave system for employees at construction sites. Let’s Go

is short for “Let’s go on a trip with my family,” and this system is for all employees at construction sites.
With the offering of 120 points of mileage for every year of service, three days of paid vacation, and KRW

1.5 million in travel expenses, the company promotes family-friendly culture and boosts the morale of
the employees on site.

PARTNERS

Partner Management
Partner Management System

CJ Logistics practices win-win management by establishing fair trade practices and supporting its

partners based on CJ's shared growth philosophy. We select partners through fair and transparent
processes, and establish fair trade relationships with the selected partners based on our internal

regulations. We are also carrying out various support activities such as communication channels and
programs to strengthen partners’ capabilities.

Fair Trade Practice

The Logistics Division has enacted its own “Fair Trade Win-Win Convention Operation Regulations” to
enable employees to establish fair trade relationships with suppliers and recognize the importance of

collaborative cooperation. We strictly comply with the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act, the Fair
Transactions in Subcontracting Act, and the Three Guidelines for the Win-Win Partnership Agreement.

The construction sector seeks to secure construction quality and smoothly carries out construction

projects based on fair and transparent trade relationships. New partners are selected annually. After
open recruitment through the company and credit rating agency’s websites, new partners are selected
after completing the final assessment of review based on the comprehensive evaluation chart of

potential partner companies. We review their construction and technical capabilities, financial stability,

and credit ratings, and give additional points in the area of sustainable management, which includes
factors such as safety and cooperative training. All of our business relationships are in compliance with
the Framework Act on the Construction Industry and the Fair Transactions in Subcontracting Act.

Partner Sustainability Assessment

The Logistics Division evaluates management and financial aspects (technology, quality, price, etc.) and
sustainability aspects (safety, compliance, etc.) for new and existing suppliers. In this evaluation process,
we incorporate the opinions of our suppliers and reflect them in our policies for improvement.

The Construction Division conducts regular evaluations of partner companies twice a year. The
evaluation targets are suppliers with a certain amount of transactions over a certain period of time,
and the evaluation includes on-site and headquarter evaluations. We conduct on-site evaluation to

assess their construction capacity and on-site management capabilities. We also assess the overall
risks of our partners and their construction capabilities through our headquarters evaluation. Based on

the evaluation results, we select outstanding partners and grant them awards, more opportunities to
participate in biddings, and concessions in contract performance guarantee insurance.

Partner Registration and Evaluation Process Map

(As of 2018 – Sept. 2019)
Labor-Management
Council Operation Results
Category
Management

Labor

Total

44

Agenda Items Agreed Items Percentage
Presented
of
Agreement
2018 2019 2018 2019
6

5

11

4

4

8

6

5

11

4

4

8

100%

100%

100%

Labor-Management Relationship for Shared
Growth
Labor-Management Council

New
Partners

New
business
request

Existing
Partners

Manage new
partner pool

CJ Logistics aims to achieve growth of both the labor and management based on a sound mutual
relationship. In addition to the regular quarterly labor-management council, temporary councils

promote the productivity and welfare of employees. The agenda items are presented on matters related

to management plans, performance distribution based on improved productivity, enhanced employee
benefits, problem resolution, and the like, pursuant to the Act on the Promotion of Worker Participation
and Cooperation.

Provide
registration
application
form and
documents to
be submitted

Manage
potential
partner pool

More than 1 year continuous business

Register/
Assess new
partners

Conduct
business
with
selected
partners

Assess
existing
partners

Maintain
business
with
selected
partners
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Support for Shared Growth with Suppliers

Shared Growth with SMEs

Strengthening Communication with Suppliers

Collaborative Development of Parcel Classification
Equipment - 'Wheel Sorter'

CJ Logistics receives complaints from suppliers and any information on unfair trade through its website.

Verified reports are processed immediately, and the results are disclosed to the whistleblower in a

CJ Logistics collaborated with small-to-medium enterprises to jointly develop the 'Wheel Sorter', an

transparent manner. In the construction sector, we are expanding opportunities to communicate with

apparatus for sorting parcels. The equipment has been installed at delivery operations sites across the

suppliers, such as ACTIVITY DAY and division meetings with suppliers. Key issues such as technology,

country, and has assisted greatly in raising work efficiency and improving the work environment for

quality, safety, trends, and recommendations are discussed. On-site opinions that are raised during the

delivery drivers. Through our collaborative performance, we are pioneering the overseas export market

meetings with partner companies are collected and actively incorporated into our policy.

and helping SMEs to both expand their business and strengthen their competitiveness.

CJ Partners Day

Logistics Partnership to Support Stable Growth of
Startups

CJ Logistics Construction has made CJ Partners
Day, an event that used to be held on an irregular

CJ Logistics is striving to use its expertise in cold-chain logistics, and the accumulated logistics know-

basis, a regular event in 2018 to strengthen its

how of its client companies in food and distribution, to help start-ups achieve stable growth and expand

win-win management with partner companies. CJ

their distribution networks. In 2019, we signed an agreement with a craft beer startup to use our fleet

Partners Day is an awards ceremony for excellent

of refrigerated vehicles (low temperature storage and transport) and delivery know-how, with a view to

partners. The Construction Department selects
2019 CJ Partners Day

realizing these goal through mutual collaboration.

excellent partners by evaluating their construction
quality, safety management, and technology

Startup Challenge League

development. In 2019, 15 outstanding suppliers

were awarded based on the evaluation of over 650 companies in 2018. In addition, 44 companies

CJ Logistics hosted the “CJ Logistics Startup Challenge League 2018,” a first in the logistics industry, in

selected as regular, registered partners in the construction sector in 2019 were presented certificates,

2018. As an open innovation platform, the Startup Challenge League was designed to discover and foster

followed by the time to confirm our “zero accident” commitment.

tech startups with advanced technologies in augmented reality (AR) and image recognition (Vision) and

to advance the logistics industry. The winners were given the opportunity to jointly develop technology

with CJ Logistics. In the future, we plan to actively push forward joint technology development with

Financial and Technical Support for Partners

startups that possess excellent technologies through the open innovation platform, as well as come up
with cutting-edge logistics suitable for global logistics companies.

Since 2012, the Logistics Division has created a win-win fund to help SME suppliers get loans at lower
interest rates. Through the fund worth KRW 15 billion, we strived to relieve the financial shortage of

suppliers and strengthen their competitiveness through financial stability. In addition, we operated a
variety of programs, including financial aid for the children of our suppliers and a system that provides
support for congratulatory occasions and condolence. In the construction sector, we support our

suppliers in securing their future growth engines and strengthening their competitiveness through
joint technology development and R&D support. We conduct joint research and development of

new technologies and products related to construction and provide subsidies. In 2018, we made an

Business
Case

Parcel Delivery
Project

achievement of applying for a patent on a PC (Precast Concrete) drying method through joint research
and development with our partners.

Partner Training Support

CJ Logistics' Construction Division seeks to improve the job competencies of its partner companies

through training courses covering topics such as construction duties, subcontracting laws, and
construction industry laws. In 2018, 382 employees (second half of the year) completed the training.

Welfare Support for Courier Partners

CJ Logistics seeks to improve the quality of life of its partner companies and improve customer service

through the welfare program for courier partners. As a result, for the first time in this industry, we
are providing tuition expense support for children of employees at partner companies, in addition to

roaming health check-up buses that allow employees at courier branches and distribution partners

across the country to conveniently receive medical check-ups. We also provide funds and small gifts
for congratulations and condolences, as well as birthday presents, holiday gift sets and congratulatory
presents for employees with newborn babies.
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We have introduced a win-win project with the goal of generating pride

CJ Logistics plans to donate funds to establish the “Delivery Service of

industry in an effort to create a friendly industrial ecosystem. As the core

Delivery Service of the Year will be selected among the five key players in

among our employees in various business sections who lead the courier
task of this project, a Win-Win council consisting of the main five courier

entities was established: CJ Logistics, parcel deliverers, LG Logistics

agencies, trunk companies supplying transport vehicles between parcel
delivery companies, parcel terminals, and subcontractors supplying local

loading and unloading personnel. Through this Win-Win Committee,
which is held on a quarterly basis, we plan to share trends related to the
domestic parcel delivery market and work environment improvements.

the Year” system, which will present KRW 100 million won in prizes. The
charge of the courier process. Those dedicated to the implementation of

friendly courier services and contributed to the industrial development
through socially inspiring acts or creative innovation of existing
processes will be selected and awarded. CJ Logistics will continue to

communicate and grow together with the five major courier entities
through various win-win programs.
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COMMUNITY

Job Creation for the seniors in their 50s and 60s: SameDay Delivery Service for Passenger Luggage

CSV System

CJ Logistics signed a business agreement with Incheon Metropolitan City and Incheon International

CJ Logistics has re-established its mid and long-term CSV strategic systems to ensure sustainable and
systematic CSV management and activities. As a leading global CSV company, we will continue to create
sustainable social values and achieve growth through establishing a win-win ecosystem.

CSV mid to long-term strategy system
Vision
Core
Values

Creating Value in Local
Communities

Green Logistics
Practice

Contributing to DreamBuilding Education

Key
Strategies

Regional
Co-prosperity

Environmental
Necessity

Fostering
Talent

Strategic
Direction

・Establishment of safety nets
in local communities

・Expansion of support for the
socially vulnerable

Travelers. This service delivers luggage to the accommodation facility and the airport on the same day

so that international travelers using Incheon International Airport can travel more conveniently. For this

new cooperative model in which local governments, public corporations, private companies and social
enterprises work together, we provide 24-hour luggage storage and other related logistics infrastructure

at Incheon International Airport. This project is expected to enhance travelers' convenience and lay the
foundation in creating jobs for seniors in their 50s and 60s. CJ Logistics will continue to build a business

Realization of Mutual Growth and Win-Win Management

・Creation of high quality jobs

Airport Corporation in February 2019 to provide Same-Day Baggage Delivery Service for Overseas

・Raising awareness of
environmental protection
・Expansion of eco-friendly
social contribution

・Supporting the education of
neglected children
・Supporting the
independence of neglected
children and teenagers

Creating Quality Jobs

Senior Jobs Creation: Silver Parcel Delivery

CJ Logistics operates silver courier services to fight poverty problems for the elderly and create quality jobs for

seniors. Silver Courier, our representative CSV business, is a business model operated by senior couriers aged 60

or older using eco-friendly electric carts to deliver to nearby areas. Until 2019, we have created approximately
1,400 jobs for the elderly, and we will continue our contributions to solving social problems in this area.

Foundation for Senior Job Growth:
Logistics Center for Elderly Products

CJ Logistics opened the Logistics Center for Elderly Products in January 2018, a first in Korea, which
operates and manages the entire logistics process for seniors' products nationwide. The Logistics Center
for Elderly Products was established as part of an agreement to create a foundation for the growth of

senior jobs with the Ministry of Health and Welfare. We are planning to provide infrastructure, such as
logistics facilities, and CJ Logistics has already been providing logistics specialists, warehouse, courier fees
discounts, and so on. Moving forwards, we will continue to utilize the logistics infrastructure and network
of CJ Logistics to create jobs for seniors, and to support the sales of products produced by the elderly.

model that can create jobs for various members of society by actively utilizing the highest level of
infrastructure in Korea.

Establishing Safety Nets in Local Communities
Child Traffic Safety Campaign

To protect children from traffic accidents, we regularly carry out the Child Traffic Safety Campaign

in cooperation with nearby elementary schools in the community. We are working to raise safety
awareness and reduce youth traffic accidents in local communities through campaigns that keeps
school zone roads in order and encourage traffic law compliance. The company has distributed light
reflection rings for bags and transparent safety umbrellas designed to keep children safe in rainy days.
In the future, we plan to actively cooperate with local communities to support various educational
programs related to youth safety.

Support for Public Order and Crime Prevention

CJ Logistics and the Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency have signed a memorandum of understanding

for “citizen-police cooperation in community public order and security”, which ensures public safety
through close collaboration with delivery drivers and infrastructure. Through this agreement, over
18,000 couriers are taking an active role as local safety officers, contributing to crime prevention

activities by reporting unusual behavior in their delivery areas as they go about their daily jobs. Using

the Group’s sharing philosophy as a foundation, CJ Logistics is taking the lead in establishing safety and
security within our society.

Supporting the Socially Vulnerable
CJ Logistics has supported residential energy welfare projects to improve the living environments of the
socially vulnerable, such as recipients of national basic living security and the disabled. In partnership

with local welfare agencies, we have improved living conditions by supporting the installation of housing
insulation and other such restoration activities.

Creating jobs for the Disabled:
Courier with Developmental Disabilities

Support for Local Elderly Welfare Center

part of these activities, we have been operating a parcel delivery service, involving people with developmental

various volunteer activities for 12 years, such as delivering lunch boxes and sharing kimchi with seniors

With CSV as a foundation, CJ Logistics is striving to create social value and develop as one with society. As
disabilities since 2015. Delivery couriers with developmental disabilities are similar to silver couriers. When a
courier vehicle loads parcels to the base located in a job center, the courier separates the boxes and delivers
them to the destination. Moving forwards, CJ Logistics will explore sustainable business models for mutual

In cooperation with CJ Logistics employees and local senior welfare centers, we volunteered to help
solitary elders with grocery shopping for the New Year’s holiday season. We have been carrying out
with limited mobility. We will continue to lend a warm helping hand to our neighbors in need and
deliver the value of sharing.

growth and development, creating jobs for the disabled and helping them lead independent lives.
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Community Child Support

We donated 100 coloring books for the emotional stability and education of children who have
cancer, as well as 500 blood donor certificates from CJ Logistics’ employees. On Christmas Day, we

performed the Santa’s Delivery Program, delivering parcels in Santa Claus costumes to kindergartens

and elementary schools. CJ Logistics will actively participate in activities that serve local children and
contribute to make a better society.

Improving Residential Environments for the
Socially Vulnerable

In partnership with the 'Happiness Sharing Center' in Gwangju, Gyeonggi Province, CJ Logistics is
implementing the 'Residential Environment Improvement Project' to support recipients of National

Livelihood Basic Security, the disabled, and the chronically ill. Through this project, we strive to

continuously improve the living conditions of the socially vulnerable through initiatives such as for
reinforcing insulation during the winter months, installation of LED lights, and support for replacing
wallpaper and sinks.

Support for Underprivileged Children
and Teenagers

CJ Logistics is striving to support the healthy development of children and youth, the future leaders of
society, by promoting activities that encourage independence and reduce educational gaps in society.

Sports Contribution Activity: 'Dream Expedition‘

For the benefit of children and the disabled at local children's centers, we are running a motorsportsrelated initiative called 'Super Race Dream Expedition'. This initiative, which began in 2018, aims to

contribute to local communities through the continuous expansion of motorsports viewership and
diverse cultural experience programs.

Supporting the Independence of
Underprivileged Children and Teenagers

In order to support the healthy development of underprivileged children in local communities, all

Environmental Leadership

UN SDGs Special Campaign Agreement to Address
Particulate Matter

CJ Logistics signed the Special UN SDGs Campaign Agreement to reduce particulate matter, which is an
emerging social issue. In order to raise customer awareness of this campaign and increase participation,
we inserted promotional materials within our delivery invoices. Further, through the expansion of

diverse activities in this area, we will continue to strive towards achieving a national consensus on
reducing fine dust pollution and greenhouse gas emission.

Scandia Moss Air Purification Frame Production

CJ Logistics is taking the lead to reduce airborne particulates and create a pleasant environment by

producing air purification frames with scandia moss. In July 2019, we carried out a volunteer project
to make scandia moss air purification frames using discarded timber materials at the Seoul Recycling

Plaza located in Seongdong-gu, Seoul. The air purification frames handcrafted by our employees were
donated to local children's centers and welfare facilities for senior citizens who live alone, with the
aim of improving the environment in these spaces. In order to increase the environmental protection

awareness of our employees, CJ Logistics will explore diverse ways of encouraging co-existence between
mankind and nature.

Planting to Reduce Microscopic Particulate Matter

CJ Logistics holds “Creating Hope-Sharing Forest with CJ Logistics,” an annual event to reduce
airborne particulate matters and carbon emission. A total of 600 employees, including the disabled,

and volunteers attended the event and planted home-grown 1,000 poplar seedlings in the Han River

Park. This is expected to create jobs for the disabled as well as remove 30,200kg of carbon dioxide and
135.3kg of microscopic particulate matter per year.

The Construction Division has been planting trees in Jamsil River Eco Park in Seoul. We have planted
about 1,800 meadowsweet trees through collaborative activities with the Environmental Action
Association, and also cleaned streets and ecological streams near the headquarters. CJ Logistics will

continue to promote the importance of nature and forests and protect the environment through various

employees at CJ Logistics proactively participate in regular donations and volunteering work for CJ

Donors Camp. Children and youth receive diverse opportunities for training, with the 'Dream Academy' -

in conjunction with CJ's major business groups - supporting young people's independence through the
facilitation of opportunities for education and employment.

Sports Promotion Support
Motor Sports Sponsorship

Sponsoring of “CJ Logistics Superrace Championship” Title

Since 2016, CJ Logistics has participated as the title sponsor in the Super Race Championship, the

nation's largest auto racing competition, and is contributing to the expansion of national motorsports.
A total of 180,000 people visited the 2019 CJ Logistics Super Race Championship, an increase of about
64% from last year. We also systematically support the CJ Logistics Racing Team and strive to foster the
next generation of racers.

Golf Sponsorship

Supporting Promising Golfers

Based on its sponsorship philosophy, CJ Logistics is actively supporting promising golfers to make them

world-level competitors. Currently, CJ Logistics is supporting golfers who are playing in PGA Tours,
including the youngest winner of THE PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP, Kim Siwoo, and the first Asian Rookie
of the Year winner, Lim Sungjae.

Sponsoring THE CJ CUP @ NINE BRIDGES

CJ Logistics sponsors “THE CJ CUP @ NINE BRIDGES,” Korea's first PGA tournament, to support the
Korean golf industry and help Korean golfers to advance to the global stage. We are also using this
competition a unique B2B sales tool, and extending it to our business network expansion program.

social contribution programs.
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SUSTAINABILITY
AROUND
THE GLOBE
CJ Logistics performs on the global stage.

Beyond No.1 in Korea, CJ Logistics is opening new logistics
horizons across the world.

As a global logistics company representing the Republic of Korea,

we will lead at the forefront of innovation and trends in worldwide
logistics.
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USA
Environmental and Safety Performance

Social Performance

As Chairman of DSC’s Advisory Board, Ann Drake participated in the

CJ Logistics and DSC Logistics sponsored the 2019 Awesome Symposium in

Participate in Ocean Plastics Leadership Summit

Ocean Plastics Leadership Summit, which included executive members

Company Name

DSC Logistics

Headquarters

Des Plaines, Illinois, United States

Date of Establishment
Major Businesses

As of 2019

of the plastics industry from all parts of the supply chain, ranging from

July 1960

petrochemical producers, plastic packagers, consumer packaged goods, and

logistics providers, as well as individuals representing NGOs, the media and

WM/TM primarily in food/CPG in the United States

think tanks. The participants had the opportunity to experience first-hand

the ocean plastics crisis and discuss new measures to solve this problem

2018-2019 Business Highlights

CJ Logistics acquired DSC Logistics

In 2018, CJ Logistics acquired DSC Logistics to expand its business in

thanks to its extensive expertise and experience in logistics consulting

Food and Customer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry, operating over 50

combined with CJ Logistics’ operational expertise and state-of-the-art

the U.S. logistics market. DSC is a logistics company specializing in the

logistics centers across the United States. In particular, it provides storage,

loading/unloading, delivery and long-distance transportation services to
large multinational food and CPG manufacturers and medical product

distributors. More than half of DSC's major clients have been with the
company for over 10 years, a testament to the stability of its services

and IT development. DSC’s regional networks and business strengths,

logistics technology, are expected to create a synergistic effect. This will
be the basis on which CJ Logistics will aggressively pursue its expansion

in the significant logistics market in the U.S., using synergy between its

businesses to continue pushing forward as a leading logistics company in
North and South America.

ISO 9001:2015 | DSC Logistics has implemented a management system for internationally recognized service quality that is certified to the ISO 9001:2015 standard.

This certification was awarded to our Colonial Heights, VA, Logistics Center by the Preferred Registrar Group, an accredited member of The ANSI-ASQ National
Accreditation Board. Our Greensboro, NC, Logistics Center is also currently certified to the ISO 9001:2015 standard.

All required food-grade DSC Logistics Centers are AIB or ASI
certified.

American Standards
Institute (ASI) Certified

All required food-grade DSC Logistics Centers are AIB or ASI
certified.
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FDA Compliant

DSC Logistics Centers provide a cGMP / cGDP-compliant
distribution environment for food, healthcare, and consumer
products, in addition to compliance with the Security
requirements for Public Safety and Bio-Terrorism Preparedness
and Response Act of 2002 and 49 CFR Hazardous Materials
Regulations.

SmartWay
Transport Partner

SmartWay is an innovative collaboration between the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the freight industry,
designed to improve energy efficiency, reduce greenhouse gas
and air pollutant emissions, and improve energy security. DSC is
certified in two areas: as a logistics provider and a carrier partner.

Partner with HazMat
Certified Carriers

These partnerships authorize DSC to manage the transportation
of hazardous materials.

VAWD® Accreditation

DSC has received Verified-Accredited Wholesale Distributors
(VAWD®) accreditation from the National Association of Boards
of Pharmacy (NABP) at logistics centers that handle healthcare
products, medical devices and pharmaceuticals. Accreditation
is earned through an intensive criteria compliance review,
licensure verification, background checks, and an in-depth onsite
inspection. The VAWD® program is focused on assuring that
distribution facilities employ security and best practices for safely
distributing products and protecting public health.

Seattle, bringing together female leaders in the U.S. logistics industry to discuss
ways of strengthening women's leadership and global cooperation. AWESOME,
established in 2013, is a nonprofit organization founded by female leaders

in logistics, SCM-related industries and academia. At the 2019 AWESOME
Symposium, leaders from top global companies, including Starbucks CEO Roz
Brewer and former astronaut Cady Coleman, participated in the event, which

also hosted distinguished representatives from Microsoft, Intel, Walmart and
Hilton.

Greensboro Logistics Center Achieves 10-Years
Accident-Free

The Greensboro Logistics Center of DSC Logistics has reached 10 years

without accidents. This achievement is notable as it marks the longest injuryfree period of any DSC logistics center. DSC Logistics will continue to expand
its safety responsibility culture under the company-wide consensus that
nothing is more important than safety in its business operations.

Enhancing Workplace Safety with Innovative AI Technology

In cooperation with Onetrack.AI, DSC Logistics is running an AI-based pilot
project for workplace safety management, aimed at enhancing a safe

working environment and developing tools for safety coaching. Cameras
mounted on forklifts used at worksites capture video and other relevant

information, which is emailed to the Head of operations. The information

Supporting the Salvation Army's Angel Tree Program

is used to check compliance with safety rules and procedures, preventing

DSC Logistics employees are participating in The Salvation Army's Angel

enabled users to have a much better understanding of the operations and

holidays. Employees donate gifts and gift cards in response to the angel

undesirable practices and accidents. Application of this AI technology has

Certifications

American Institute of
Baking (AIB) Certified

with the participation of the entire value chain.

Strengthening Global Women's Leadership

has enhanced business oversight. In the coming months, we plan to improve

the program to include technology such as enhanced routing by using
software for more efficient information sharing and inventory management
for the entire forklift fleet.

Summer of Safety Program

To increase safety performance, DSC Logistics operates several safety
awareness programs in addition to employee training. One of these is the

‘Summer of Safety’ program, which focuses on the summer season when

accidents are more likely to occur. Employees participate in a variety of ways

to concurrently develop a consciousness of, and enthusiasm for, health
and safety in the workplace. As a result of these efforts, OSHA recordable

incidents and TIR numbers have decreased to record lows. In addition,
internal safety audits are carried out to assess buildings at each scene, with
health and safety self-inspections carried out on a monthly basis.

Tree Program to help local families and children in need during the
tags identifying the gift wishes of area children on the Angel Tree at DSC's
corporate headquarters in Des Plaines.

The Salvation Army, Des Plaines Corps, provides thousands of toys and gifts

to local children, teens and seniors in need, and DSC Logistics employees are
actively participating each year to support the Salvation Army.

SCIL Management Development Program

DSC's Successful Careers in Logistics (SCIL) is a management development
program focused on the development of future leaders in logistics. Through

12 months of operational rotations, training and project work, SCIL
participants have the opportunity to discover each of the major segments of
supply chain management, gain optimum understanding of DSC's business
and develop their leadership skills.

Experienced DSC employees guide the participants to help them develop
both personally and professionally to meet exceptional standards of

performance. SCIL graduates typically move to key roles in operations or
other functional areas of the business, and are expected to continue excelling
and growing with the organization.
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China
Environmental and Safety Performance

Social Performance

In accordance with the government’s green development strategy, CJ Rokin

with the group and major affiliates to contribute in diverse ways and grow

CJ Rokin’s Eco-friendly Logistics

continuously invests in eco-friendly logistics. For example, investment in eco-

friendly logistics technologies and equipment has increased, and road and

CJ Logistics supports the socially disadvantaged in China, collaborating
alongside local communities.

railway transport methods have been combined for efficiency. And, in line

with the same green development strategy, CJ Speedex has introduced 750
Company Name

CJ Rokin Logistics

Company Name

32.033mm

Company Name

CJ Smart Cargo

Headquarters

Shanghai, China

Headquarters

Guangdong Province, China

Headquarters

Qingdao, China

Date of
Establishment

Major Businesses
As of 2019

1997

Date of
Establishment

Local W&D, Cold Chain
Logistics

Major Businesses

2004

TCL Group 2PL

Date of
Establishment

Major Businesses

2002

Project Logistics

2018-2019 Business Highlights

CJ Rokin Selected as the Official Food Delivery Logistics Provider for CIIE
As a result of sustained growth in the Chinese logistics market, CJ Logistics has

provider for the second China International Import Exposition, co-hosted by the

a merger with CJ Smart Cargo in 2013, both CJ Speedex and CJ Rokin were

sponsored by the World Trade Organization (WTO) and several UN organizations.

been able to expand its logistics infrastructure and network in China. Following
incorporated into CJ Logistics, strengthening its position in the Chinese logistics

market. In 2018, the company opened a logistics center as large as 14 soccer
fields in Shenyang, northeastern China, and improved its logistics capabilities
in Dongbei. In 2019, CJ Rokin was selected as the official food delivery logistics

Chinese Ministry of Commerce and the Shanghai Municipal Government, and
CJ Rokin successfully delivered food and ingredients during the event, winning

recognition and differentiating itself from the competition through exemplary
cold chain logistics capabilities.

CJ Rokin has received many of the most prestigious awards and certifications, and is recognized for its advanced logistics services capabilities. Also, in January
2019, CJ Speedex was selected as one of "GUANGDONG TOP BRAND". CJ Speedex holds the largest market share in the freight transport service industry and
is recognized in all areas, including service, quality control and independent brand aspects.

Ranked 2 Place in “China’s Top 100
Cold Chain Logistics Enterprises in
2018”

In June 2019, CJ Rokin ranked No. 2 in
“China’s Top 100 Cold Chain Logistics
Enterprises in 2018” at the 11th World
Cold Chain Summit co-hosted by the
China Federation of Logistics & Purchasing
(CELP) and the Global Cold Chain Alliance
(GCCA). By ranking among the top 100
enterprises for six consecutive years at
one of the largest events in the logistics
industry, CJ Rokin gained the highest level
of public confidence not only in China but
in the world.
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Ranked 4th in "China's Top 50
Pharmaceutical Companies"
In April 2019, CJ Rokin ranked 4th place
in “China’s Top 50 Pharmaceutical
Transportation Companies” at the 4th
Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Summit
co-hosted by the China Federation of
Logistics & Purchasing (CFLP) and the
China Association of Pharmaceutical
Commerce (CAPC), in recognition of its
corporate competencies and outstanding
services.

Green Logistics Key Performance
New energy vehicles

800 vehicles in 100 cities

Transport by dump trailers

20 routes and 150 trailers

Rail transport

Intelligent scheduling

15 railways in 80 cities

Reduction by 10 million km

Saved 3.6 million paper boxes

Warehouse automation

2,600 boxes

Transfer boxes

Saved 1,800 tons of stretch films

Stretch film fixing band

Reduced 20 million KWh

LED lighting

Environmental Protection Activities(‘One Society, One River’)

‘One Society, One River' environmental protection activities are long-term

environmental protection activities conducted in the regions where CJ Group
operates. Since 2015, and in collaboration with environmental protection agencies

and social organizations, CJ Group has undertaken annual stream-cleaning
activities approximately ten times per year in the vicinity of its plants in China. This
predominantly takes place in Liaocheng City in Shandong Province and Shenyang

City in Liaoning Province, and the scope of these activities is expected to expand.
Furthermore, CJ will strive to become an industry role model for environmental
protection by strictly adhering to the standards for wastewater designated in permits
issued by Chinese quality supervision and environmental protection agencies.

Environmental and Safety Certifications

Awards and Certifications

nd

new and renewable energy trucks in its terminal transportation division.

CJ Rokin Selected as an “Excellent
Food Service Logistics Provider in
China 2019”

In March 2019, CJ Rokin was selected
as an “Excellent Food Service Logistics
Provider in China 2019” at the China Meal
Service Supply Chain Summit held in
Shanghai, China. This recognition is an
outcome of enhancing the level of food
service logistics through CJ Rokin’s TES
core technology and customized supply
chain service solutions.

CJ Rokin, CJ Speedex and CJ Smart Cargo have acquired global standard
certifications for implementing environmental and safety management.
CJ Logistics
China

ISO 9001
(Qingdao
Co., Ltd)

TSR Certification from TAPA

In 2018, CJ Rokin acquired the Trucking
Security Requirements (TSR) certification
from the Transport Asset Protection
Association (TAPA), getting certified as
a company that meets global transport
security standards.

CJ Rokin
Logistics

CJ Speedex
Logistics

ISO
9001
(Tianjin
Co., Ltd)

ISO 9001
(Shanghai
Co., Ltd)

ISO 14001:
Environmental
management
system
certification

OHSAS 18001 :
Occupational
health and safety
management
system
certification

ISO 14001:
Environmental
management
system
certification

OHSAS 18001 :
Occupational
health and safety
management system
certification

Cultural Contribution Activities

CJ Classroom of Dreams | Collaborating with the China Friendship

Foundation For Peace and Development to establish a `reconciliation fund'

in partnership with schools that cater for the children of migrant workers.

Multimedia classes, free movies, scholarships, and various cultural and
artistic activities involving Hallyu stars are provided to these children in order
to support their healthy growth and development.

Korea-China Youth Dream Sharing Short Film Festival | The Korea-

China Youth Dream Sharing Short Film Festival, launched in 2014, aims to

discover and nurture hidden film talent by establishing a creative ecosystem

philosophy in the Chinese film industry. With a core goal of enabling Chinese
and Korean youth filmmakers to achieve their dreams, this public-oriented

festival serves as a bridge for cultural exchange and cross-cultural promotion
between Korea and China.

Toto's Studio | Toto's Studio is a short filmmaking summer camp that

incorporates theory and practice, created for children who love and dream

about movies. The first camp was implemented in 2008 and it has since
expanded to various countries including China, Vietnam and Indonesia.

Supporting the Disadvantaged

CJ Rokin employees volunteer at a disabled children's welfare center in
Shanghai, delivering fruit, rice and daily necessities that can be used by the
center.

Job Creation

CJ Foodville Academy is a culinary institute that combines research and

development with vocational training. Through a curriculum focused on
baking, restaurants, and food and drink, it nurtures bakers, improves their
skills, and provides students with opportunities to gain work experience
in stores. In doing so, the academy creates job opportunities and fosters

professionals who can contribute to society. CJ Logistics will continue to
actively participate not only in group-level contribution activities, but also in
exploring its own programs to develop in harmony with Chinese society.
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India
Environmental and Safety Performance

Social Performance

to day operations, and we pursue these through internationally recognized

businesses achieve success. As a corporate citizen that pursues the

The environment, health, safety and quality are key focus areas in our day

Company Name

CJ Darcl Logistics Limited

Headquarters

Hisar, Tilak Bazar, India

management systems such as “QMS, QH&S & EMS”. Our objective is

“Zero accidents, No Harm to People and the Environment”. At CJ Darcl
(formerly known as Darcl Logistics Limited), our journey of quality and

Date of Establishment 1986.12.10
Major Businesses

As of 2019

safety consciousness began in 2003 and developed through the Integrated

Management System from 2018 onward. An unwavering commitment to

Logistics including Land and Maritime Transport

Medical Health Check-up Camp

This is a unique initiative to implement a medical health check-up program
for sub-contracted fleet pilots. To date, 126 pilots have been examined on
general fitness, vision, hearing and HIV through expert resources provided by

- To maximize customer satisfaction by providing comprehensive and innovative

stakeholders by providing cost effective, innovative and best-fit solutions for its
customers.

- To be the most reliable and trusted logistics service provider.
logistics solutions.

- To adopt appropriate business processes that integrate IT to achieve and
maintain cost effectiveness and efficiency.

- To emerge as a platform that enables collaboration and synergy across the
entire logistics value chain.

- To be a responsible corporate citizen that contributes to society, protects the

2018-2019 Business Highlights
environment, and adheres to safety and health standards.

Darcl Logistics, CJ Logistics’ Global Strategy

Awards

sea and heavy goods transportation services specialized to diverse industries

performance and supply chain leadership.

CJ Darcl Logistics is a comprehensive logistics company that provides land, rail,
such as steel, chemicals, industrial goods and consumer goods. CJ Darcl is the

CJ Darcl Logistics has received the following awards for outstanding business

210 logistics hubs including four major hubs in Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and
Kolkata. We operate approximately 15,000 vehicles and equipment, providing

container and consumer rail transportation services across the Indian continent

and simultaneous transportation services by truck and rail. In addition, we also
offer cross-border and marine transportation between Nepal and Bangladesh.
connecting Southeast Asia with the rest of the world in a dense logistics network,
will continue to pursue our development into one of the top five integrated
logistics companies in the world.
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Large Truck Fleet Operator of
the Year Award by Apollo-CV
Awards (2018)

Tata Steel Foundation and sponsored by CJ Darcl Logistics Limited.

programs for underprivileged children and supporting ‘Gaushala’ installation

environment of local residents in a way that considers the characteristics
of the local community. We also operate a regular, free eye examination

program and contribute to improving operational and traffic safety for local

drivers. In addition, we are promoting responsible management by providing
scholarships for the children of our employees.

CJ Darcl established a new CSR policy in April 2019, and will use it as a

foundation for exploring new ways of growing hand-in-hand with diverse
stakeholders and contributing to the local communities in which it operates.

Road Accident Investigation Training

It is our objective to minimize road accidents throughout our business

operations, so we have sent our 10 fleet managers for 2 days of classroom
training on road accident investigation techniques. This will help them
identify the causes of road accidents and suggest improvements to avoid
repeat occurrence of similar accidents in future.

Business
Case

CSR Policy

CJ Darcl Logistics updated its corporate social responsibility (CSR)
policy in April 2019. Through this policy, it strengthened its position

on CSR and reaffirmed its commitment to actively contribute to
the economic and social development of the local communities in
which it operates.

Corporate Values
Ethics and
Commitments

Innovation

No. 1 transportation company in India and No. 3 in terms of logistics, owning

CJ Logistics will strengthen its position as a global logistics powerhouse and, by

variety of initiatives linked to social responsibility.

projects for local residents, CJ Darcl is striving to improve the health

en-route training programs.

resource partner covering the entire logistics value chain, enhancing value for all

CJ Darcl Logistics aims to be the most reliable, trusted and dependable

may grow hand-in-hand with these communities, we also participate in a

Limited. In 2019, CJ Darcl has organized the following activities:

146 fleet pilots have been trained in defensive driving through classroom and

Mission

activities that contribute to the development of local communities. As we

Through contributing to local medical schools, operating food support

Defensive Driving Training

Vision

fundamental value of corporate social responsibility, we are conducting

health & safety, minimizing environmental risks and increasing the quality

of our service is the core objective and business focus of CJ Darcl Logistics

Vision & Mission

CJ Darcl provides a variety of logistics services to help its customers’

Indian Achievers' Award

For Business Excellence (2019)

Transparency

Discipline

Contribution
towards
Corporate Social
Responsibility
(CSR)

Performance
Driven Culture

Adherence to
Health, Safety,
Security and
Environment
(HSSE)
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Vietnam
Environmental and Safety Performance

Social Performance

in ensuring sustainable development. Gemadept's business is expanding

CJ Gemadept is strongly committed to establishing a transparent and stable

For a public company, transparency and social responsibility are key factors
Company Name

CJ Gemadept Logistics

Headquarters

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Date of Establishment
Major Businesses
As of 2019

across the country, and it is continuously striving to demonstrate a high
commitment to CSR in the cities and regions it operates in. Furthermore,

1990

Gemadept’s diverse business areas, including deep-sea ports, air
cargo terminals, distribution centers, are strictly assessed for potential

Comprehensive logistics including land and
maritime transportation

environmental impacts. All projects are designed and built from an

2018-2019 Business Highlights

Since its establishment, Gemadept has maintained sustainable growth of

Germadept has also been implementing various logistics projects, such as

US-China relations and changes in domestic environmental policies have had

200-Teus S1 vessels, improving warehouse systems and cold storage facilities,

revenue and profits, even amidst economic downturns and difficulties. Strained

sudden and significant effects on the import and export markets. Despite this,
thanks to a strong and flexible business strategy, CJ Gemadept contributes to

the development of the national economy through continuous growth every
year.

purchasing a cutting-edge vessel named Green Pacific, launching a number of
introducing automation, and constructing warehouses across the country.
Germadept also introduced a logistics consultancy service, providing a new
direction in which to develop its business moving forward.

environmentally friendly, space optimizing and energy saving perspective.

Energy and Fuel Savings

Gemadept has installed the latest electrical equipment to comply with power
and water regulations and to reduce unnecessary energy consumption.

Additionally, by monitoring the electricity meters in each region, controlling
power consumption, preventing equipment malfunctions, establishing an
educational course on the 5S methodology, and encouraging employees in

every department to practice energy saving, CJ Gemadept strives to reduce
fuel and energy consumption in a variety of ways.

Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment System

Gemadept drains rainwater into underground reservoirs to provide water

inspection and control to supervise compliance with regulations on industrial
safety, port operation, maritime navigation, fire and prevention, wastewater

and sewage treatment, and energy and fuel saving. We also regularly work

Awarded by Forbes Vietnam for 3
Consecutive Years

Jointly Awarded by Vietnam Report and
Vietnam Net

Leading in Top 10 Reputable Transport
and Logistics Companies in 2018

Top 50 Enterprises having the most
effective business

Jointly Awarded by Vietnam Report
and Vietnam Net in the Logistics and
Warehouse Category,

Jointly Awarded by Nhịp cầu đầu tư
Magazine and Thien Viet Securities JSC.
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Top 50 Best Annual Reports 2016

Awarded by the Ho Chi Minh Stock
Exchange (HOSE), Securities Investment
Newspaper and Dragon Capital
Management Company.

Gemadept Dung Quat international
port : outstanding enterprise of Quang
ngai Province
Outstanding Enterprise of Quang ngai
Province – Awarded by y Quang Ngai
Provincial People’s Committee.

Certificate of Merit for Extraordinary Achievement
Awarded by the Ministry of Industry and
Trade.

to our sustained growth, we are also contributing to national economic
development in Vietnam.

Social Contribution

CJ Gemadept is proactively supporting socially vulnerable people through

diverse social contribution activities, and thereby helping to reduce social
issues. In collaboration with social welfare centers, it is implementing
activities to help disadvantaged classes such as elderly people who live
alone, and the disabled. In addition, scholarships are provided to students in
need of economic assistance, and support for soldiers stationed on remote

islands is being increased. In partnership with its subsidiaries and affiliates,
CJ Logistics will continue to promote and contribute to the development of
the local communities in which it operates.

of its business. As such, the company culture is characterized by forward-

For each business department, Gemadept has set up a mechanism of

Top 500 Largest Enterprises in Vietnam

communities. Moreover, by continuing to create jobs every year thanks

wastewater and sewage treatment carried out in strict compliance with the

Environment Protection and Industrial safety Systems

Top 50 Best Listed Companies in Vietnam

social responsibilities and demonstrate a steadfast commitment to local

Employee Working Environment and Welfare Benefits

relevant authorities' laws and regulations on environmental protection.

Germadept has received the following awards for outstanding business performance and supply chain leadership.

business environment, implementing CSR policies and directions to fulfill

for firefighting, fire prevention and watering plants. Sewage sanitation and

dredging are carried out regularly in accordance with established plans, with

Awards and Certifications

Future Direction of CSR Promotion

with the Center of Sea Environment Observation to study, measure and
analyze environment parameters and produce relevant reports on a periodic
basis. With respect to occupational safety and health (OSH), Gemadept

Gemadept recognizes that human resources are a fundamental component
thinking policies, with employees able to thrive in an open, equal,

disciplined and professional working environment. On site, workers are well
equipped with working tools and protective equipment, and are trained
on occupational safety to work safely and efficiently. Further, employees

receive annual health check-ups and are offered annual paid vacation and

support tourism expenses based on their time worked. All employees are
treated equally and transparently with respect to benefits, promotions and

remuneration. Gemadept has also established a three-month training course

for middle management, as part of its drive to provide an environment
where employees can work creatively and confidently.

assigns safety personnel to each department to check that regulations are

being implemented and followed, and to prepare monthly OSH reports. In
addition to this, we provide health examinations and OSH-related training for
all our employees.

Top 1000 Enterprises having the largest
contribution of corporate income tax to
national budget (V1000)
Jointly Awarded by Vietnam Report,
Vietnam Net, and Taxation Newspaper General Department of Taxation.
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Others
Malaysia

Malaysia-Bangladesh Project Logistics

Since October 2018, CJ Logistics has been engaged in a large-scale transport project
Company Name

CJ Century Logistics

Company Name

CJ Logistics Thailand

Company Name

CJ ICM Logistics

Headquarters

Selangor, Malaysia

Headquarters

Bangkok, Thailand

Headquarters

Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE

Date of Establishment 1988
Major Businesses

Logistics including Land
and Maritime Transport

1970 C
 entury Logistics established.
1988 CJ Logistics Malaysia begins trading.
2006 CJ GLS acquires Singaporean logistics company Accord,
incorporated into CJ Group

2008 Acquisition of Malaysian logistics company EC Freight
Forwarding

2016 Acquisition of Malaysian logistics company Century
Logistics

Date of Establishment 1988
Major Businesses

International Freight
Transport, Cargo Handling

1998 T
 hailand affiliate established as an international freight
forwarding company.

2006 Cargo handling business begins in the Lamchabang
Logistics Hub

2010 Lamchabang Logistics Hub begins cross-border transport
service

2011 Bangkok Logistics Hub begins W&D service
2012 Laos branch established, begins cross-border truck
transport service

Date of Establishment 1988
Major Businesses

Comprehensive Project
Logistics

 ubai, UAE subsidiary first established
2013 D
2014 UAE's first nuclear power station, Barakah | Abu Dhabi
office established to undertake construction project
logistics

2016 Won bid for AT Center Abu Dhabi (Korea Agro-Fisheries &
Food Trade Corporation), a central logistics warehouse

2017 Acquisition of IBRAKOM (no.1 project logistics company
in the CIS - renamed to CJ ICM Logistics)

Thailand

CJ Logistics Declares Its Vision to Expand Parcel
Business in Thailand

CJ Logistics Opens a State-of-the-Art Logistics
Center in Thailand

in Thailand with the goal of securing the foundation to become the country’s

launch of “Smart Hub Bangna”, the largest parcel distribution center in Thailand.

In September 2018, CJ Logistics announced the expansion of its parcel business
No. 1 parcel delivery company by 2020. To achieve this goal, the company

will expand its regional networks and hire more workers. More specifically, CJ
Logistics will expand its service points to 200 branches across the country with

an additional 4,300 drivers to strengthen its delivery capacity by 2020. The
company will further develop its service and operational system in Thailand

using its parcel delivery system that is tested and proven by its parcel delivery

business in Korea, including smartphone applications for drivers based on the
latest logistics IT, and delivery tracking systems.
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stones purchased from the coast of Pantai, Malaysia, to Matarbari, Bangladesh,
located 2,300 km away, as they are needed for port construction in building a coalfired power plant in Matarbari.

CJ logistics has various other ongoing projects across the Asian region. In India, it
provides railway transport and truck-rail combined transport services for containers

and consumer goods, while offering cross-border and marine transportation
between Nepal and Bangladesh. Based on Asia’s top technological competence
and its extensive knowhow accumulated through various super heavy cargo

projects, CJ Logistics will solidify its position as a global leader with plans to

develop into a top 5 global logistics provider using its densely-connected logistics
network that reaches out to the world.

 DC/RDC delivery, nationwide network expansion
2012 C
2019 Smart Hub Bangna Open

2018-2019 Business Highlights

As of 2019

between Malaysia and Bangladesh. The project aims to transport 460,000 tons of

In October 2019, CJ Logistics held an opening ceremony celebrating the official
This 71,900-square-meter (22,000 pyeong) central distribution center is the

company’s first overseas business foothold built on Korea’s TES (Technology,

Engineering, System & Solution). It is strategically located in a traffic hub adjacent
to the distribution centers of its e-commerce clients, enabling a faster and more

efficient delivery service. Furthermore, the wheel sorter system, automatically
sorting parcels into designated areas based on the information provided by
the ITS (Intelligent Terminal System), will reduce sorting time and allow for the
sorting of up to 400,000 parcels per day.

Middle
East

Successful Transportation of Ancient Turkish Ruins

Completed a 1,763 Ton, 17,656km Logistics Journey

transport of 23 ancient Turkish ruins that were at risk of being submerged due to

began in September 2018. The project was a collaboration between CJ Smart

CJ ICM, part of CJ Logistics’ Middle East family, successfully completed the
dam construction. In a project that took three years, beginning in 2017 and ending

in December 2019, the ‘Hasankyf Project’ relocated 12,063 tons of ruins to a cultural

park 4.7km away. Not only was it necessary to account for the center of gravity

of the cargo during the ultra-low speed transportation process, the project also

called upon the diverse logistics expertise in transporting super-heavy goods that
CJ Logistics and CJ ICM have accumulated over the years. Moreover, in order to
preserve the structural integrity of the ruins as much as possible, we used a nondisassembly transportation method that wholly detached ruins from the ground

without breaking them up into smaller pieces. To achieve this, we used more than
88 self-propelled modular transporters (SPMT), which are specialized vehicles for

moving massive objects. As the premier logistics company in the Middle East and

Central Asia, CJ ICM has completed project after project with success and is helping

CJ ICM and CJ Logistics successfully completed a six-month logistics journey that
Cargo at China and CJ ICM at Middle East, and involved the transportation of five

super-heavy plant equipment, weighing a total of 1,763 tons, from Zhangjiagang
in China, to Qarshi in Uzbekistan. Including both sea and land transport, the total

transportation distance was 17,656km. In order to withstand the massive weight

of the cargo during land transport, 220 hydraulic modular trailers were used, and
for the removal of obstacles, special civil engineering works were undertaken

with technical capabilities, equipment and know-how. This transportation project
was an excellent opportunity for CJ Logistics to enhance its business capabilities

and synergy effects through organic cooperation among each region, and proved
that we are more than capable of becoming one of the global Top-Tier logistics
companies.

to promote CJ’s brand reputation worldwide. By working hand-in-hand with CJ

family companies, CJ Logistics will continue to work hard to become a synergistic
and effective global logistics company.
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SUSTAINABILITY
MANAGEMENT
CJ Logistics promotes ethical, fair and transparent
business practices together with its stakeholders.

By doing so, we will continue to create social values
through our business operation and contribute to
sustainable growth of our local community.
66

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

70

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

68
72
74
76
77
78
80
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RISK MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION SECURITY
COMPLIANCE

HUMAN RIGHTS

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT
UN SDGS
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Corporate
Governance

Composition and Appointment of the Board of
Directors

Operation of the Board Committee

We organized several committees under the board to maintain transparency of our corporate governance

and improve our fields of expertise. We ensure that more than half of the committee members are outside
directors. Audit Committee, Outside Director Nomination Committee and Internal Transaction Committee in

Composition of the Board of Directors

Our board of directors is the top decision-making body composed of three executive directors and four outside

directors. To ensure that they oversee and maintain a balance in our operation, more than half of the members
are outside directors whose independence and expertise are fully qualified.

(As of October 2019 / ● : Committee Chair, ○: Member)

Classification Name

Tenure

Area of
Expertise

Job Title

Executive Park Keun-hee
Directors (Chairman)

Mar 2019 Mar 2022

Business
Management

●

Park Keun-tae

Mar 2019 Mar 2022

Business
Management

Present Vice Chairman, CJ
Corporation
Present Vice Chairman, CJ
Logistics

○

Mar 2015 Mar 2021

Law

Present Managing Director, CJ
Logistics (Head of E&C Division)

Kim Chun-hak
Kwon Do-yeop
Outside
Directors
Yoon Yeong-seon
Jeong Kap-young
Song Yeongseung

Mar 2018 Mar 2021

Business
Management

Mar 2015 Mar 2021

Finance

Mar 2018 Mar 2021

Press

Mar 2018 Mar 2021

Economy

Remuneration
Committee

Board Committee
Outside
Audit
Director
Committee
Nomination
Committee

Internal
Transaction
Committee

○

• Reviewing transactions with affiliates and related parties subject to approval of the board as
prescribed in the Fair Trade Act and the Commercial Act
• Other roles deemed necessary by the board or a committee with relation to internal
transactions

• Establishing and revising the remuneration policy for executive members
• Evaluating performance indicators for long-term incentives of executive members
• Other roles deemed necessary by the board or a committee with relation to remuneration for
executives

○

In 2017, a total of seven committee meetings were held to review and report 16 items on the agenda. The

Present Advisor of Lee & Ko Law
Firm

○

○

○

included in the business report for transparent disclosure.

Present Honorary Professor of
Yonsei University

○

●

Present Non-executive Director of
Samsung Press Foundation

○

○

○

○

○

attendance rate of outside directors was 100%. The committee's resolutions and attendance status are

Activities

●
○

8

%

100.0

2018
7

16

100.0

2019
10
17

100.0

Evaluation and Remuneration of the Board of
Directors

management's performance is assessed according to objective and comprehensive criteria such as sales

report 25 agenda items. The average attendance rate of outside directors was 95.0%, and major decisions and
resolutions from the meetings are included in our semi-annual and quarterly reports and posted on the website.

Activities of the Board of Directors

(As of the end of 2019)

items

items

Attendance Rate of Outside Directors

5

determine their remuneration and reappointment by the Outside Director Nomination Committee. The

were held to review and report 30 agenda items. In 2019, a total of 8 board meetings were held to review and

times

Agenda

2017

times

expertise, and contributions to the board and committees, and the results of the evaluation are used to

In principle, board meetings are held on a monthly basis and as needed. In 2018, a total of 12 board meetings

times

Unit

The activities of outside directors are evaluated based on their attendance rate, independence,

Activities of the Board of Directors

Unit

Classification

Evaluation of the Board of Directors

Operation of the Board of Directors

times

(As of the end of 2019)

Committee Meetings

finance to support the rational and fair decision making of the management.
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Internal Transaction
Committee

●

Shareholders. In addition, we consider their expertise and insight from various areas including law, press and

%

Outside Director
• Nominating candidates for outside directors
Nomination Committee • Other roles needed for nomination

○

eligibility under the Commercial Act and its Enforcement Decree prior to nomination to the General Meeting of

Attendance Rate of Outside Directors

• Auditing the company's accounting and business operations
• Other roles specified in the laws or the Articles of Incorporation and assigned by the board of
directors

○

areas of expertise, conflicts of interests, previous titles and employment with other companies as well as

Agenda

Major Roles

Present Advisor of Kim & Chang
Law Firm
Former Minister of Land,
Transport and Maritime Affairs

executive director and four outside directors. To ensure their independence, the committee reviews experiences,

Special Board Meetings

Audit Committee

Remuneration
Committee

and diversity, we have organized an Outside Director Nomination Committee which is composed of one

Board Meetings

Committee

(As of the end of 2018)

○

Outside directors are appointed at the General Meeting of Shareholders. In order to maintain their independence

Classification

Board Committees

Present President, CJ Logistics
/ Head of CJ Group China

Appointment of the Board of Directors

Regular Board Meetings

particular are only composed of outside directors to maintain independence and fair practice.

2017
8

2

10

25

90.0

2018
8

4

12

32

95.0

2019
7

1

8

25

100.0

and operating profit as well as leadership, core competencies, CSV activities, and contributions to the
company.

Remuneration of the Board of Directors

The remuneration policy for the key members of the management is designed to be in line with
shareholders and long-term interests. In 2018, the board of directors was compensated as follows:

2018 Remuneration of the Board of Directors
Classification

Number of persons

Total remuneration

Unit

persons

Executive Director

Outside Director*

Total

2,256

273

2,529

KRW 1 million

Remuneration per person KRW 1 million

(As of the end of 2018)

*All three outside directors serve as members of the Audit Committee.

3

752

4

68

7

361
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Risk Management

Risk Management System

Definitions and Control of Risks

Our corporate-wide risk management organization is composed of the Heads of business divisions and business

CJ Logistics classifies risks into financial and non-financial categories in the course of its business management and

Corporate-wide Risk Management Organization

planning managers under the CEO. In addition, we respond to risks by establishing a Task Force which includes the
CEO, and consists of the Management Support Division, the Strategic Support Team, and the HR Support Team.

Corporate-wide Risk Management Organization

CEO

Definitions of Risk

conducts comprehensive monitoring.

Risk Factors and Types
Classification Risk Types
Business

Management Support
Legal Affairs and
Compliance

Employees

Communications

Human Resources
(incl. Safety Management)

SCM
Division

Parcel
Division

E&C
Division

Operational Risk
Market Risk

Regulatory Risk
Labor Risks

Compliance Risk

Safety & Environmental Risk
Customers

Customer-relations Risk
Security Risk

Risk Factors

Designing organizational process, etc.

Currency rates, interest rates, liquidity, etc.
New systems and policy revisions, etc.

Strikes, slowdowns, labor disputes, etc.

Unfair practices, embezzlement, bribery, sexual harassment, etc.

Personal injuries, equipment accidents, environmental pollution,
natural disasters, etc.
Complaints, objections, etc.

Security breaches, system failures, etc.

Tax Risks

As a global total logistics solution provider, CJ Logistics strictly adheres to local tax laws and policies of
each country in which the company operates its business. In addition, we make tax-related decisions in
coordination with the business units in charge.

Risk Response System

Risks that have a significant impact on our business operations are categorized and managed accordingly, and
in case of any issues or incidents, we have established a process that enables immediate response through

timely internal communication. In particular, we introduced a mobile reporting system that allows us to report
immediately regardless of location and time. By doing so, we are able to receive notifications of risks that arise at
overseas work sites and take prompt measures as necessary.

•
•
•
•
•

Immediate Reporting
(R1, R2)

Risk Response TF

CEO
Management Support
Legal Affairs and Compliance
Communications
Human Resources (incl. Safety
Management)

Upon occurrence
of a R1 level
incident,
communication
with the Group
Emergency
Control Center

Immediate Reporting
(R1, R2, R3)

• Immediate response and
reporting by team in which the
incident occurred
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term risks.

Classification

Proposal for Operation of Risk Response TF
(if determined as a material issue)

• Team response by sector
• Grading of Strategic Support
Team's response

CJ Logistics defines risks that may have a significant impact on its business operations as mid- to long-

Risk Types and Factors

Risk Response Procedure
CJ
Logistics

Mid- to Long-Term Risks

CJ
Group
Group Crisis Response Division

Immediate
Information
Communication
Room for the Group

• Group Emergency Control
Center (in case of R1 risks)

CJ Logistics Risk Response by Stage

• R
 1 Risks :
Operation of the crisis response TF and reporting to the
executive officer (if determined as a material issue)
• R2 Risks :
Joint response by the team in which the incident occurred
and relevant teams within the company
• R3 Risks :
Direct response by the team in which the incident occurred

Intensified
competition in the
global market

Response to
climate change

Customer privacy
protection

Background

In the logistics industry where network-based
transportation services are provided, competitive
advantages are determined based on new
bases, adoption of new technology and service
innovation. As competition increases due to the
growth of the global logistics service industry,
a mid- to long-term approach needs to be
followed.

Response to climate change emerged as a
growing concern in the international community.
While government regulations such as the
GHG target management system and the
emission trading system are evolving, the
energy paradigm shift is accelerating. There is
a growing need for logistics companies with
various means of transportation to manage their
financial activities in line with the environmental
regulations.

As the information society advances, social
interest in privacy protection continues to
grow. In particular, regulatory requirements for
personal data protection are becoming more
demanding. As a result, the level of information
security has a significant impact on our
relationship with customers.

Response Strategies

We are focusing on differentiating our services
through continuous R&D efforts while developing
new markets and expanding our business areas
based on new global bases through M&A. In
addition, we are committed to improving quality
and brand reputation to secure competitive
edges in the market.
In order to reduce our environmental impact
in the course of our business operation, we
applied the environmental management system
(ISO140001) to all our work sites, and tested
electric trucks as part of our commitment to
environment protection. Going forward, we
will continue to respond to climate change
by implementing more effective strategies
and developing advanced environmental
management system.

We are increasing our efforts in maintaining the
information security management (ISO 27001,
ISMS) certification. The Information Strategy
Team, a dedicated organization in charge of
security, takes a proactive approach in response
to security breaches through continuous
monitoring and strengthening of access to
information.
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Customer
Satisfaction

Enhancing customer satisfaction

Customer Satisfaction Level Management

We always look for ways to improve customer satisfaction and manage customer satisfaction

information through our corporate and individual customers’ satisfaction surveys. For corporate

Expansion of Communication with Customers

customers, we conduct an annual satisfaction survey using customer company portal systems. For

individual customers, we conduct mobile service satisfaction surveys. The items found in the surveys are

CJ Logistics is seeking to realize even better customer service and customer communication. Under

reflected in improvement activities.

the three strategies of “customer response structure innovation, customer center role change, and
service competency strengthening,” we seek and identify relevant core tasks for improved customer

Key Awards for Customer Satisfaction

communication. In addition, we are stepping up communication with customers through a wide variety

of communication channels. We are operating our online customer center and taking customer calls and
managing a “customer portal system” for corporate customers.

1st place for 7 consecutive years

National Brand Competitiveness Index (NBCI)

1st place for 6 consecutive years

Republic of Korea Brand Star

“Chatbot” Service

Korean Standard-Service Quality Index (KS-SQI)

We are the first delivery service company in Korea

to have introduced AI chatbots to respond to

Korean Net Promoter Score (KNPS)

customer inquiries in real time. Using AI learning

Excellent Service Quality

technology, we have analyzed some 360,000
inquiry cases and 3,600 cases of communication

models for 435 cases of customer call scenarios

1st place for 10 consecutive years
1st place for 3 consecutive years
1st place for 2 consecutive years
Certified

to allow suitable responses to customer inquiries.

Most Admired Company in Korea for 7 Consecutive Years

are processed using the automatic response

segment by KMAC for seven consecutive years. Based on the spirit of sharing of the CJ Group as a total

Currently, more than 88% of customer inquiries

CJ Logistics has been selected as the “Most Admired Company in Korea” in the Total Logistics Service

service. Even after the contact center human

logistics provider, we have effectively utilized the characteristics of the logistics industry to contribute

staff are done for the day, we provide a 24-hour response for enhanced consumers’ convenience.

to the development of the national economy and industries, as well as the improvement of Koreans’

Based on customer inquiry data registered through the chatbot service, we seek to secure business

convenience in life. Going forward, we will strive to provide logistics services that are convenient and

competitiveness through technological development that reflects our customers’ needs.

safe for our customers.

VOC Management

Service Certification

CJ Logistics manages the VOC registered via various channels by type. In the case of categorization

To enhance customer service and the service mindset of employees, we have implemented a “service

into urgent VOC and serious claims, we first confirm the urgency of the VOC, and when appropriate,

certification” policy. Employees cited for excellence in service are paid additional incentives in addition

immediately report to the CEO or to the Division head. The Division head establishes responses

to certification. To monitor service levels, we have devised 12 evaluation indicators related to customer

through Risk Management (RM) committees, depending on the case, and takes measures. Through the

satisfaction for the objective diagnosis of service quality. We then check the items needing improvement

VOC committee conducted each month, we share the registration and processing status of customer

and steadily improve them.

dissatisfaction issues, find tasks needing improvement, and then improve them.

Customer-centered Management

To implement and improve customer-centered management (CCM), a Customer Satisfaction Team under

the Chief Customer Officer (CCO) handles the planning and policy implementation of CMM. The team
manages CCM operations and improvement activities on site and responds to customer complaints.
When a customer submits a request, it is immediately forwarded to the relevant CCM-related group via
the company intranet, and is swiftly responded to. In addition, CJ Logistics has developed an integrated

management system (N-Plus) for VOC ‘Submit-Analysis-Use-Management’, to share and respond to
information among relevant departments. We have also established a CCM advancement strategy and
set goals (KPIs) that link them to performance management. Aside from this, we operate an online and

offline customer center, which consists of expert advisory staff, to respond to the various inquiries we
receive from customers.

Customer-centered Management (CCM) Re-certification

After being certified in 2014 for customer-oriented management (CCM), supervised by the Korea

Consumer Agency and certified by the Fair Trade Commission, CJ Logistics was re-certified in 2016 and
2018 thanks to its continuous customer-oriented management activities.
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Most Admired Company in Korea

Business
Case

Introduction of 24-Hour Delivery Service
based on Self-Service Locker

In August 2019, CJ Logistics, for the enhanced convenience of delivery service users, launched the
first Korean service to register deliveries 365 days a year, 24 hours a day. This service is provided

on the basis of self-service lockers installed nationwide in universities, apartment complexes, and
government offices. Consumers have access to a one-stop service, including all steps of registration,
self-service locker search, and settlement.

In collaboration with small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with strong technological expertise

in self-service lockers, we opened some 1,000 self-service lockers. These locks provide functions for

registration and are provided in 300 locations around the nation. The existing self-service lockers
can have their systems upgraded instead of being fully replaced with new models. This has allowed
for strategic alliances with self-service locker start-ups and SMEs. We expect that self-service lockers

(scheduled delivery service) can be used more conveniently and safely by customers. These locks
also allow collection in bulk, which would improve convenience and efficiency of delivery service

workers. Going forward, we plan to steadily collaborate with self-service locker companies to spread
use of the system and enhance convenience for delivery service users.
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Information
Security

Information Security System

Information Security Activities

With the advancement of IT and the expansion of mobile systems, privacy issues emerged as a growing

By obtaining the Information Security Certification, CJ Logistics is pursuing an information security

Information Security System Certification

Information Security Implementation System

system on a global standard and preventing risks associated with security. In 2009, we became the

concern in our society. At CJ Logistics, we take a proactive approach by organizing an information

first Korean logistics company to acquire the International Information Security Management System

security system and establishing a dedicated team.

Certification, ISO 27001, followed by the ISMS certification in 2017. For the future, we will continue to

The Information Security Committee, the organization in charge of information security, is composed

improve our security system and take a proactive approach in managing our customers' personal data

of the CISO (Chief Information Security Officer) and customer service managers, and the CEO as

while introducing security solutions and centralizing our documentation process.

head of security management. Security issues are shared and discussed at the Information Security
Council Meeting which is held once a quarter. Furthermore, we establish our own privacy policy and

ensure full compliance in addition to the Personal Information Protection Act and the Information and

• Collect internal/external
security issues
• Gather stakeholders' demands
• Gather legal requirements
• Review and revise security
policies

Communication Network Act while informing our customers on the use and handling of their personal
information that is collected.

Organizational System for Information Security

Information Security
Committee
(Privacy Protection
Committee)

CEO

Committee Member

ISO 27001 Certified
Information Security System

Executive Officers
(Head of Division/Team Manager)

• Make improvements based
on inspection results
• Execute control and
correction
• Make continuous
improvements

Information Security Personnel

HR Team

Technology Division
IT Service Team

Physics Division

Labor-Management
Cooperation Team

HQ Information Security
Division Planning Team

Security Management Standards

In order to expedite our process of responding to internal and external security issues, we are making
continuous improvement through classification and risk assessment based on their importance. Suppliers

are required to enter into agreements to comply with information security requirements, and waybills are
destroyed by a specialized service provider to prevent security breaches and unwanted exposure. In the
case of delivery data, information can be looked up only for the last 3 months through the work system
and it is stored for 5 years before being deleted in accordance with the National Tax Act.
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ACT

CHECK

• Carry out information security
check
• Monitor, analyze and assess
• Conduct executive review

Information Security Center

Delivery System Security
Human Security Division

DO

Committee Chair

Head of Information Security

Information Security
Committee
(Privacy Protection
Committee)

PLAN

• Set security goals and plans
• Carry out risk assessments
• Implement risk control
measures
• Set operation plan and control

Category

Details

Personal
Information
Encryption for
Deliveries

Personal information collected
over the course of the delivery
process is encrypted

Password
Encryption
for Integrated
Logistics
System

Protecting
Personal
Information on
Waybills

Passwords are encrypted so that
unauthorized login is impossible
even if the system is hacked

Preempting the leak of personal
information by replacing the
last character of customers'
names and the last 4 digits of
customers' phone numbers
with asterisks (*)

Information Security Check

At CJ Logistics, we carry out security checks on a regular basis to prevent potential security breaches.
In cooperation with the group's Safety Management Team, we identify and improve vulnerabilities in
our network relating to the website, server and database. In addition, we monitor the suppliers' level of

compliance with the Personal Information Protection Act if personal information is provided to them for
delivery service.

Raising Security Awareness

Through employee training programs, we raise security awareness on a corporate-wide level and take a
proactive approach in preventing and responding to breaches. In addition to employee training, we post
newsletters and trivia quizzes on our intranet to promote compliance to security.

Implementing Delivery System Security

To keep our customers’ personal information safe, we apply secure encryption to any materials
containing personal information on our integrated delivery system and shipping waybills.
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Compliance

Organizational Operations

Major Activities

In 2017, CJ Logistics introduced the CP (Compliance Program) to promote fair business practices and to

CJ Logistics is adopting management standards for risks identified for each department, improving

Compliance Program

raise awareness on compliance. In 2019, we assigned 283 Compliance Coordinators for each department
to expand the culture of autonomous compliance. By strengthening our operational system related to the
program, we make sure that each department is voluntarily practicing fair and transparent compliance.

Compliance Program

Providing
Code of
Conducts

Preventing
Violations of
Law

Rewards and
Punishments

Law-abiding
Business

CP Standards and Procedures
Compliance Officers

Compliance Handbooks

Compliance
Program

Compliance Training Programs
Internal Monitoring Systems

Penalties for Non-compliance

Evaluation and Improvement Measures

processes and continuously monitoring them to advance their stabilization within the company. In 2018,

we checked for unfair trade practices through interviews and field assessments for each department in

the P&D headquarters, W&D headquarters and the parcel sector. We also carried out enactments and

revisions to our standard contracts to apply major revisions to policies and therefore offer reasonable
and efficient contracts. In 2019, we inspected the status of our licensing management to prepare and

distribute a statutory guide on licensing and established a licensing management system for systematic

8 Elements of CP

CEO’s Commitment to Compliance Policy

Improving Monitoring and Process

management. In addition, we monitored the current state of compliance management by carrying out
interviews with subcontractors and reviewing documents for each department.

Training on Compliance

CJ Logistics conducts regular compliance training for its executives and employees each year. In 2018, we

conducted compliance training for 170 employees including the Heads and Senior Managers of the Parcel
division, Forwarding headquarters, the W&D headquarters and other departments under the theme

of "Compliance issues and cases” relative to each business unit. In 2019, we conducted customized
compliance training for each personnel to enhance their capability for compliance and to instill the

importance of compliance management. Particularly, we held special lectures on stock trading guides,

Declaration to Reinforce Compliance Management

CJ Logistics confirmed its commitment to compliance through its Compliance Program Declaration
Ceremony in 2017. In May 2019, we held another ceremony to reinforce all of our executives and

employees’ commitment to achieving and practicing compliance management. Through the declaration
ceremony, the participants were exposed to the Chairman’s statement and were able to recommit

global compliance risk management and ILO’s core agreement ratifications in the first half of the year.
In the second half, we produced a customized web series on cases related to the Fair Trade Act, the

Subcontract Policy, and the Improper Solicitation and Graft Act so that all executives and employees can

watch them through in-house broadcasting, while providing tailored training for the P&D headquarters,
W&D headquarters and the parcel sector.

themselves to executing compliance management by signing the pledge.

Compliance Program Operation Committee
Declaration to Reinforce Compliance Management

As companies are exposed to a higher chance of legal violations due to changes in the regulatory
environment and intensified competition, they need to make a shift from a post-incident risk response

system to a preemptive risk prevention system. In this regard, CJ Logistics has established a standard and
a code of conduct for compliance management and also created an internal advisory group that serves

THE CP NEWS

provides strategic directions and opinions on any activities related to compliance with the goal of

2018 in order to amplify their interest in compliance and to illicit participation in voluntary compliance.

as the highest decision-making body, the Compliance Program Operation Committee. This committee
securing a culture of autonomous compliance.

Pledge to Compliance Management

Establishing CP
standards and
declaring compliance
management

Monitoring and
assessing CP

For 2019, the company distributed Korean and English versions of THE CP NEWS, consisting of updates
on the latest enactment/revision policies, cases of violation, trends from regulatory agencies and from
overseas regulations to all employees.

Compliance Program
Operation Committee
Enforcing CP and
supporting operative
planning

CJ Logistics has been publishing and distributing CP Letters to all of its executives and employees since

Reporting on CP and
analyzing results

Deliberating
and deciding on
improvement
measures

Structure of the CP Operation Committee

Moving Forward

CJ Logistics plans to expand its compliance management with affiliates abroad by responding to global
regulations so that possible risks from overseas businesses could be minimized.

Chairman: CEO

Vice Chairman :
Head of the Management Support Division

Head of the
SCM Business
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Head of the Parcel
Service Business

Head of the
Communications Office

Head of the Legal Affairs
and Compliance Office

Secretary: Compliance Officer
Head of the Human
Resources Committee

Compliance
Manager
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Human Rights

Human Rights Protection

At CJ Logistics, we respect the human rights of our stakeholders and employees. To this end, we prohibit
any kind of discrimination within our recruitment and HR process, and encourage our employees to work
freely according to their aptitude and level of competence. In addition, we regularly review and manage
major human rights issues, such as child labor and gender discrimination.

Stakeholder
Engagement

Communication with Stakeholders

We conduct employee training at least once a year to prevent harassment in the workplace. In addition,
we post and share training content, and establish guidelines for prevention. Furthermore, a grievancehandling organization and a process for relief has been established. We try our best to protect the identity
of reporters to prevent any retaliatory disadvantages.

At CJ Logistics, we are diversifying our communication channels to expand stakeholder engagement. We
listen to their inputs through stakeholder-specific channels, report them to the board of directors and
reflect them in our decision-making process.

Complaints Handling Process

Grievance Handling
Committee’s
Management Analysis
Team

Investigation

Investigation
Committee
(Grievance Handling
Committee)

CJ Logistics’ stakeholders. “Stakeholder engagement” is the foundation for us to develop and implement
environment, and respond to risk factors.

Prevention of Harassment

Report/Registration

Groups that have a direct and indirect impact on our business operation and performance are defined as
our business strategies. By doing so, we listen to their feedback, predict changes in our business

Creating A Healthy Workplace Environment

Incident

Definition of Stakeholder

Processing

Deliberation on
Grievance
(HR Committee)

Creating an Environment for Human Rights Management

As human rights management issues gain significance in the global marketplace, CJ Logistics is
enhancing our capacity to manage labor and human rights risks in order to operate businesses that
comply with global guidelines. In establishing our basis for human rights management, we conducted
due diligence on some of our domestic and overseas business sites (logistics and construction). This was
conducted in accordance with global standards on due diligence, such as the UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Moving forwards,
we will strive to expand our human rights management by comprehensively considering human rights
issues and business-related factors in our domestic and foreign businesses, as well as by establishing
implementation and monitoring systems for this very purpose.

Declaration
of Human
Rights

CJ Logistic’s
Declaration of
Human Rights

At CJ Logistics, we are committed to fulfilling our corporate social responsibility based on our founding
principle “Business that benefits society” in addition to the economic performance achieved through
creativity and innovation.
We joined the UNGC (United Nations Global Compact) and declared our support for the ten principles in the
four areas of Human Rights, Labor, Environment, and Anti-corruption. We also signed the WEPs (Women’s
Empowerment Principle) to declare our compliance with the global human-rights standards.

Based on the global declaration of human rights, we prevent any discrimination based on employees'
gender, race, religion, color, age, or nationality, and prohibit unfair labor practices such as forced labor
and child labor. Furthermore, we conduct training on a regular basis to create a safe and healthy work
environment and to prevent industrial disasters. We will continue to raise awareness and ensure that our
suppliers and business partners support this initiative as well.
To prevent violation of human rights and to resolve any issues raised by customers, we established various
communication channels including CJ Whistle, Tong Tong Tong, Onsite Greeting Service, Round Table,
Customer Hotline and Online VOC.
With our strong commitment to human rights and respect for personal dignity, we will continue to fulfill our
social responsibility as a corporate citizen and pave the way for a brighter future.

November, 2019

CEO of CJ Logistics
Park Keun-tae
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Major Stakeholders

Communication Channels

Material Issues in 2019

Suppliers

• Council meetings for suppliers
• Cyber Auditing Office
• VOP (Voice of Partners)

• Mutual co-operation
• Shared growth
• Comply with fair trade

Shareholders

• General meetings for shareholders
• Annual quarterly IR activities
• Participation in domestic and international
conferences
• One-on-one meetings, e-mail/ call support

• Establishing medium-to-long term strategies
• Business portfolio

Local Community

• CSV and CSR programs
• NGO partnership programs
• Sports sponsorship programs

• Increasing employee participation in social
contribution activities
• Diversify local community contribution programs
• Sports-related social contributions

Employees

• Labor Unions
• Channel CJ, CKN, Nim Newsletters
• Internal suggestions, knowledge database, ICON
Arena, clubs (COP)
• Internal campaigns, employee conferences,
workshops, corporate-wide councils

• Strengthening employee competencies
• In-house communication and networking
• Work-life balance

Customers

• Online customer support center and hotline
• Customer satisfaction surveys
• Applications for delivery
• AI Chatbot and ARS you-can-see

• Diversify customer communication channels
• Increase customer satisfaction
• Respond better to customer complaints
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Materiality
Assessment

Materiality Assessment Overview

1

As a global logistics company, we conducted a materiality assessment to identify various issues from our
stakeholders and respond preemptively with the purpose of continuous development. Based on the core

9

issues identified, we created the report’s table of contents and disclosed our sustainable practices and

Materiality Assessment Process

We conducted the materiality assessment to identify material issues in terms of our sustainability
management based on the Principles of Selecting Material Issues of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative)

Standards. The level of internal and external stakeholders’ interests and impact on our business were
considered and ten material issues were identified as a result.

Step 1.

Create a list of
issues

• F
 rom the list, 41 issues were selected through media
research and benchmarking process.

-Benchmarking: reporting trends and directions for sustainable practices
of the top seven companies in the same industry were analyzed.

Select topics
to disclose and
arrange report
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3

2
7

Stakeholders’ interest

Selection of Topics to be Reported
Number Areas

Material Issues

GRI Standards Topics

Report Topics

Pages

1

Strengthening employee safety and health
management

Occupational Health & Safety

Safety and Health

28-33

Occupational Health & Safety

Safety and Health

28-33

Economic Performance

Business Performance

22-27

2

Step 3.

4

• A
 list of sustainability issues were created based on the
international indicators e.g. GRI, UN SDGs, ISO 26000, DJSI,
and SASB.

were analyzed.

Assess materiality
and identify
material issues

5
8

10

- Media research: Articles published from January 1, 2018 to June 2019

Step 2.

6

Impact on business

performance in a transparent manner.

• T
 he materiality assessment was conducted on the 41 issues
to evaluate their impact on business and stakeholders’
interests. Through this, material issues that needed to be
focused on were identified.

• B
 ased on the material issues identified through the
materiality assessment, we selected the topics to be
reported in line with those from the GRI Standards. The
report was prepared based on the selected reporting topics,
and the content and data that are important to stakeholders
were provided.

3

Labor Practice &
Human Rights

Labor Practice &
Human Rights

Economy &
Management

Providing working conditions consistent with
domestic and international labor standards

Achieve stable management performance

4

Environment

Reducing environmental impact through logistics and Energy
transportation
Water
Emissions
Effluents and Waste

Environmental Management

34-37, 57, 85

5

Environment

Increasing investment in environmental protections

Energy
Emissions

Environmental Management

34-37, 57, 85

6

Economy &
Management

Expanding global business

Economic Performance

Business Performance

22-27

7

Environment

Controlling and reducing GHG emissions

Emissions

Environmental Management

34-37, 57, 85

8

Consumer Issues

Managing customer relations and satisfaction

Consumer Satisfaction

Business Performance

70-71

9

Environment

Energy

Environmental Management

36

10

Environment

Managing energy consumption and increasing
efficiency

Energy

Environmental Management

35

Establishing and operating an environmental
management system
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UN SDGs

SDGs Engagement

Progress with the SDGs

Efforts to Support the SDGs

Expanding Silver Delivery
Service

CJ Logistics is actively involved in supporting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by
the UN as part of its CSR initiative. We identify mid- and long-term opportunities as well as risk factors

to strengthen the alignment between sustainable development goals and our business operation. Going
forward, we will continue to achieve the SDGs and develop new activities to fulfill our global social

• Established a cooperative model with the Korea Labor Force Development Institute for the
Aged under the Ministry of Health and Welfare and local governments in Seoul, Incheon, and
Jeonnam.

responsibility.

• Created jobs for people with developmental disabilities and from the low-income class.
• Developed an eco-friendly delivery system that uses electric vehicles.

Analysis on Correlation to the SDGs

The UN declared 17 SDGs to address economic, social and environmental issues in society. At CJ

Forest Creation

Logistics, we review the alignment between these goals and our corporate-wide sustainability strategies

and incorporate it into our mid- and long-term plans. In particular, we analyze various social impacts
of our business operation and establish implementation programs by focusing on the areas that have a
direct impact or are expected to have a positive impact in our social value creation activities.

• Organized eco-friendly campaigns e.g. support for forest experience program for children and
donations for resource recycling.

Declaration to Support the SDGs

Active
contribution

• Collaboration with public agencies, NGOs and local residents to create a carbon-offsetting forest
(1000 trees planted per year)

Implementing Eco-friendly
Logistics Transportation
Impact on business

• Reduced empty vehicle operation by applying the intelligent HELLO technology for the first time
in the industry.

Direct impact

• Promoted innovative growth by developing commercial drone delivery services and introduced
electric vehicles.

Participation in
improvement

Limited impact

Definition of Goals

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere

2. E
 nd hunger, achieve food security and improved
nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture
3. E
 nsure healthy lives and promote well-being for all
at all ages

4. E
 nsure inclusive and equitable quality education
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all

5. A
 chieve gender equality and empower all women
and girls
6. E
 nsure availability and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all

7. E
 nsure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all
8. P
 romote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment
and decent work for all
9. B
 uild resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization, and foster innovation
10. R educe income inequality within and among
countries
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Building Compliance System
• Established a corporate-wide compliance management system by operating compliance
programs, organizing CP training, monitoring, and distributing CP Letters.
• Created the Compliance Management Website to encourage voluntary participation and support
more efficient operations of the CP program.

11. M
 ake cities and human settlements inclusive, safe,
resilient, and sustainable
12. E
 nsure sustainable consumption and production
patterns

13. T
 ake urgent action to combat climate change and
its impacts by regulating emissions and promoting
developments in renewable energy
14. C
 onserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and
marine resources for sustainable development

15. P
 rotect, restore and promote sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests,
combat desertification, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. P
 romote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, provide access to justice
for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels

17. S
 trengthen the means of implementation and
revitalize the global partnership for sustainable
development

Business
Case

Selected as the
No. 1 Group

In October 2019, CJ Logistics was selected as the top domestic group with the highest rating in UN SDGBI
(UN Sustainable Development Goals Business Index) thanks to its strong performance in sustainability,

environment, society and governance. SDGBI is a global evaluation index that estimates the sustainability
of companies around the world, and selects companies based on their business operation that is line

with the 17 goals of the UN SDGs. CJ Logistics took first place among 1,000 domestic companies being
recognized for establishing more than 170 bases for Silver Delivery Service and creating more than 1,400

jobs for senior citizens. The top three leading groups included in the domestic index are introduced as the

best practice on various UN SDGs platforms, and are also recommended as partners for the GRP (Guidelines
for Reducing Plastic Waste). We will continue to achieve the SDGs based on existing initiatives while

developing new ones and fulfilling our corporate social responsibility as a leading global logistics company.
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Financial Information

Sustainability Management Performance Data

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
- Current assets

- Current assets
   Quick assets
   Inventories

(As of fiscal year-end, Unit: KRW million)

2017

1,803,525

1,787,867

15,658

2018

2,180,845

2,159,621

21,224

2019.6

2,352,792

2,326,436

4,505,424

5,695,887

6,748,440

   Tangible assets

2,429,543

3,306,402

3,389,301

   Intangible assets

1,468,402

1,776,659

1,781,279

- Total assets

6,308,949

7,876,732

9,101,232

- Non-current liabilities

1,636,141

2,123,816

   Investment properties
   Other non-current assets
- Current liabilities

- Non-current liabilities

- Equity attributable to owners of the parent entity
   Current capital

255,049

124,867

227,563

1,890,070

3,526,211

2,371,659

114,062

286,956

102,896

222,974

2,614,013

4,737,829

2,662,238

114,062

282,830

97,627

1,197,403

2,869,878

5,581,777

3,019,109

114,062

2,459,692

2,808,641

   Other capital

-511,106

-459,812

-459,808

- Non-controlling interests

411,079

476,665

500,346

   Retained earnings
   Other accumulated earnings
- Total equity

573,527

-53,184

2,782,738

600,311

-52,015

3,138,903

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
Category

- Revenue(Sales)

- Operating income

- Continued business income
- Net income

- Basic earnings per share

- Continued business earnings per share

594,914

-38,700

3,519,455

2017

235,651
38,888
38,888
1,786
1,786

2018

9,219,680
242,687
51,800
51,800
1,996
1,996

117,135
4,584

- Total

55,379

32,539

7,405

98개

13,933
124개

6,556

129개

KRW million

2,607,549

3,655,756

2,102,657 Stevedoring, transport, storage

KRW million
KRW million

1,989,154
908,492

663,020

85,668

- Local communities

KRW million

29,396

- Government

KRW million

KRW million

KRW million

* Different from 2017-2018 report data due to change in calculation standards.

-

145,668

34,248

15,000

38,990

156,967
33,219

maintenance, etc

1,184,208 Gathering, delivery

338,405 Cunstruction, Resort, Real Estate

4,967,570

15,000 Win-Win Fund

- Dividends, interest on borrowings

20,889 Donation

155,632 Wages, employee benefits, retirement benefits
12,910 Income tax expense

Environmental Performance
Category

Subject

Greenhouse gas

- Total GHG emissions

Investment in
environmental
protection

- Total expenditures
and investments
for environmental
protection

Scope 1 emissions

Scope 2 emissions

- GHG intensity

Energy

- GHG emissions
reduction

- Total energy usage
Electricity usage

Fuel usage

Water

Wastewater and
waste

Unit

2017
28

4,809

tCO2eq

202,671

216,667

106,567

tCO2eq

64,693

91,348

43,322

KRW million

tCO2eq

tCO2eq/KRW
100 million

tCO2eq
TJ

TJ

137,978
3.90

-34,057
3,273

1,333

2018

125,319
3.50

-6,048
3,842

2,031

2019.6 Note
1,747

63,245
3.30 Based on domestic sales

-14,519 Implemented the GHG target management system from
1,904

1,958

1,811

TJ

-143

-20

-140

- Total water usage

ton

11,654

500,291

229,104

- Total waste emissions

ton

133

119,175

33,345

- Total wastewater
emissions

TJ/KRW 100
million

ton

0.06

11,654

0.09

49,154

2016

927

TJ

* From 2018, the figures reflect the combined performance of the logistics and construction divisions
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3,655,756

55,337

- Energy reduction
performance

-11,404

2019.6 Note

1,342,299 Stevedoring, transport, storage, construction,

KRW million

- Employees

(357)

- Total comprehensive income

2018

2,638,961

9,219,680

- Energy intensity

-1,972

2017

2,513,688

8,018,883

(357)

37,867

Unit

KRW million

KRW million

Distribution of
- Partners
economic value
-S
 hareholders and
per stakeholder  
investors *

4,584

31,483

- Number of companies included in consolidated data

- Construction

2019.6

4,967,570

- Equity holders of parent company
- Non-controlling interests

- Global

(As of fiscal year-end, Unit: KRW million)

7,110,391

Subject
- Parcel

2,711,898

2,248,360

   Capital surplus

Category

Sales by Division    - CL

26,356

- Non-current assets
   Investment assets

Economic Performance

977 Fuel consumption differs from actual usage according to the
0.1

GHG and energy verification method.

47,721
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Sustainability Management Performance Data

Sustainability Management Performance Data

Social Performance

Social Performance

Category

Current status of
employees

Subject

Total employees

Employment type

Unit

Management
executives
Regular

By gender

New employees

Employment
of socially
vulnerable
groups

Turnover

Total new employees

Female

Regular

By age

Under 30

Contract
30-50

Over 50

Person

4,721

5,338

5,437

Person

562

1,056

449

Person
Person
Person
Person
Person
Person

Contract
30-50

Over 50

Male

Female

206
12

359
90

574

314

37

9

445

Excluding dispatched employees

77

Including contract employees

Including contract employees

%

1.4

314
1.2

1,034

854

70

59

58

14.8

%

1.2

16.3

0.9

260

83

297

317

Person

62

57

235

Person

112

Person

18

Person
Person

94
11

57

38

69

5

167

191

232

284

65

9.1

0.9

Person

Person

1.2

822

%

Person

94

33

Including contract employees; ratio of recruitment of female
employees compared to the total number of employees
Including contract employees

Including contract employees; ratio of recruitment of national
veterans compared to the total number of employees

Excluding dispatched employees

79

15

5.4

4.9

1.4

Total retirees

Person

463

853

426

Contract

Person

125

154

197

Excluding dispatched employees

1

Excluding dispatched employees

-

Excluding dispatched employees

-

Excluding dispatched employees

197

Excluding dispatched employees

%

Person

Regular

Voluntary retirement

Regular

Regular retirement

Regular

Recommended retirement
(dismissal, disciplinary
action, etc.)

Regular

Contract
Contract
Contract

Others (personal reasons,
childcare, education, shift
to other company, etc.)

Regular

Female managers

Managers

Total managers

Contract

Ratio

Person
Person

3.6

338
81
-

4.9

699
106
-

1

229
20

Person

1

21

Person

14

4

2

Person

242

569

200

Person

1,402

1,555

1,653

%

7.8

8.2

9.6

Person
Person
Person
Person

1
4

120
109

3
1

149
128

Employees
education

51

%

Voluntary turnover rate

Number of
accident victims

6

158

Total job-transferring employees excluding employees of
voluntary retirement and recommended retirement

Sexual
harassment
prevention
education

Regular (site workers)

Person

1,586

1,837

Regular (office workers)

Ratio of performance evaluation

Employees who took maternity leave
Returning to
work after
maternity leave

Employees who returned from
maternity leave
Return ratio

Employees who returned from
parental leave
Return ratio

3,135

Person

185

3,897
308

5,930
4,061
1,752
205

Person

4,906

6,042

5,930

%

100

100

100

Person

39

44

30

Person

39

46

%

100.0

95.6

100

Person

29

33

7

Person

57

57

39

17.9

Ratio of employees who returned to work
compared to total employees taking parental leave

%

68.6

52.6

15.4

Employees working for 12 months or more
compared to employees returning to work after
taking parental leave in the previous year

13,762

12,882

KRW million

5,289

1,032

7,210

2,422

3,621

Hour

335,974

384,003

204,475

Hour

5,435

6,143

6,145

Hour/Person

1

1

1

Total education
expenses

Education
hours

Total education hours

Education hours

Education expenses
per employee

Education hours per
employee

Employees participating in education
Education hours per employee

Ethical
management
education

Office workers

Employees participating in education
Education hours per employee

Office workers

Education hours

Employees participating
in education
Education hours per
employee

Education hours

Employees participating
in education
Education hours per
employee

Social contribution Total participation hours
participation by
Total participants
employees
Total donation amount

Ratio of employees who returned to work compared
to total employees taking maternity leave

57.9

9,780

Education
expenses

Employees who have been working for less than
three months in the year, such as employees who
have been working since October or who have been
laid off, are not eligible for evaluation.

50.9

Person

Number of accident victims

Manager-level employees and above

%

Regular workers

Industrial accident rate (Korea)

Manager-level employees and above

30

Person

Disability
awareness
education

Donation to Social
Contirobution

Person

2019.6 Note

Maintained work Maintained employees
for 12 months
Retention ratio
or over after
returning to work

Education hours

Information
security
education

2018

6,042

Returning to
work after
parental leave

Including contract employees; ratio of recruitment of people with
disabilities compared to the total number of employees

2017

4,906

Employees who took parental leave

81

198

Maternity leave
and parental
leave

126

80

Person

* From 2018, the figures reflect the combined performance of the logistics and construction divisions
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344

241

940

Unit

Person

Employees subject to performance
evaluation

Person

Perso

Under 30

181

815

Subject

Number of employees subject to
performance evaluation

Contract

355

Recruited people

By age

381

1,005

Category

Performance
evaluation

225

742

National veterans

Regular

822

380

364

Person

Employment type

362

Including consultants and advisors

Person

Recruited people

Ratio of recruitment

69

Person

Female

Total employee turnover

6,377
6,083

Recruited people

Ratio of recruitment

67

2019.6 Note

5,896

People with disabilities

Ratio of recruitment

55

2018

6,343

5,126

Person

Male

Female

2017

5,543

Person

By gender

Total turnover rate

Female
managers

Male

Employment type

By gender

Retirement

Contract

Person

24

%

0.22

Person

KRW 1,000/
person

Hour/Person

22

Person
Hour

Person

Hour/Person

65.5

5,435

30

0.6

86

65.1

6,143

-

6,220

-

1

-

6,220

6

0.2

26

33.6

6,145
6,145

6,145

4,019

4,612

Hour/Person

-

1

1

4,019

4,612

Hour

3,583

4,519

4,360

Hour/Person

1

1

1

Person

3,583

4,519

4,360

Hour

20,913

21,318

9,053

KRW million

2,205

3,199

2,360

Person

3,017

2,899

Established in 2018

1

-

-

As defined by the Industrial Accident
Compensation Insurance Act

567

Hour

Person

As defined by the Industrial Accident
Compensation Insurance Act

From December 2019, local site workers will be
included

1,807

* From 2018, the figures reflect the combined performance of the logistics and construction divisions
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Awards and Certifications

GRI Index

Major Awards

Universal Standard

Change the world 50
FORTUNE(US)

2017

Most Admired Company
for 7 years in a row
Korea Management Association
Consulting (KMAC)

2019

Tops KCSI
for 7 years in a row

Korea Management Association
Consulting (KMAC)

2019

GRI Standards

Disclosure

Page

ISO 26000

102-1

Name of the organization

9

6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8

102-3

Location of headquarters

9

6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8

Organizational Profile
102-2
102-4
102-5
102-6
102-7
102-8
102-9

102-10
102-11
102-12

Awards and Certifications
Awards
2018.07

2018.12

2018.11

2019.06

Certifications
2018.02

2018.03

2018.03

2018.02

UN SDGs(Sustainable Development Goals) UN SDG Action Award

This Year’s App 2018

2018 Seoul CSR Award

Korea-China Economic Cooperation Award

Korea’s Most Admired Companies No. 1 overall logistics service

Brand Power of K-BPI Korean Industry

No.1 Brand Star in Korea

Maintaining the AEO (AO) certification

UAE Abu Dhabi Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System) Certificate maintained

2018.06

Certification of ISO9001 (Quality Management System) by CANADA Corporation

2018.06

2018.06

2018.07

Maintain AEO (Security Service Sector) Certification

Maintain AEO (Segment Operators) Certification

2019.05

2019.05

2019.05

2019.06

Maintaining the designation of a good green logistics company

Korea Customs Service

Korea Customs Service

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport

Korea's Most Admired Corporate General Logistics Service No. 1

Korea Management Association Consulting (KMAC)

Maintaining the AEO (AO) certification

Maintain ISO14001 (Environmental Management System) Certification

Korea Customs Service

DNV-GL

Obtain ISO45001 (Safety and Health Management System) certification conversion

DNV-GL

Certification of ISO45001 (Safety and Health Management System) in CANADA

TUV-NORD

Certification of ISO14001 (Environmental Management System) by CANADA Corporation

Maintaining CANADA corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System) certification

88

Korea Customs Service

TUV-NORD

UAE Dubai Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System) Certificate maintained
Maintain certification of the USA Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System)
Maintaining Certification for Outstanding Logistics Companies

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport

Location of operations

Ownership and legal form
Markets served

Scale of the organization

Information on employees and other workers
Supply chain

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain
Precautionary Principle or approach
External initiatives

Membership of association

9-17
18-19

9, 66-67
18~19

9, 18-19
9, 40

45-46, 73
45-46
29-33

88, 95
95

6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8
6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8

Statement from senior decision-maker

5

4.7, 6.2, 7.4.2

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

76

4.4, 6.6.3

102-18

Governance structure

66-67

6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5

102-24

Nominating and selecting the highest governance body

66-67

6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5

102-14

102-15

Ethics and integrity
102-16
102-17

Governance

102-35
102-36
102-37

Stakeholder engagement

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

Composition of the highest governance body and its committees
Remuneration policies

Process for determining remuneration

Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration

22, 28, 34
76, 43
66-67
67
67
67

4.7, 6.2, 7.4.2
4.4, 6.6.3
6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5
6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5
6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5
6.2, 7.4.3, 7.7.5

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

77

5.3

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

77

5.3

102-41

Korea Management Association Consulting (KMAC)

2019.06
2019.06

Korea Customs Service

Most Recommended Companies by KNPS Customers

UAE Abu Dhabi Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System) Certificate maintained

2019.06

Brand Stock

Korea Customs Service

2019.06
2019.06

Korea Management Association Consulting (KMAC)

Maintains SB certification of AEO (Security Zone Operators) affiliates

Maintain BND certification of AEO (Security Zone Operator) Affiliates

2019.02

Korea Management Association Consulting (KMAC)

Korea Customs Service

2018.11

2019.02

Korea-China Economic Cooperation Forum

Maintain AEO (Loader Sector) Certification

Maintain ISO 9001 (Quality Management System) Certification

2018.12

Seoul Metropolitan Government, Seoul Welfare Foundation

Korea Customs Service

2018.11

2018.12

Contents Management Society, Maeil Business Newspaper

Maintaining certification for freight forwarders (AEO)

Maintain certification of the USA Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System)

2018.11

Association for Supporting the SDGs for the UN

UAE Dubai Corporate ISO9001 (Quality Management System) Certification

2018.10
2018.11

Strategy

102-22

2018.06
2018.06

102-13

Activities, brands, products, and services

102-43
102-44

Reporting practice
102-45

102-46

Collective bargaining agreements

Approach to stakeholder engagement
Key topics and concerns raised

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements Annual
Report

102-53
102-54
102-55
102-56

Management Approach
103-1

103-2

5.3
5.2, 7.3.2-7.3.4

Restatements of information

-

5.2, 7.3.2-7.3.4

Changes in reporting

102-52

-

5.3

5.2, 7.3.2-7.3.4

102-49
102-51

78-79

78-79

List of material topics

102-50

77

6.3.10, 6.4.1-6.4.5, 7.8

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

102-47
102-48

-

Reporting period

Date of most recent report
Reporting cycle

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards
GRI content index

External assurance
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

The management approach and its components

78-79
2
2
2
2
2
2

89-91
93-94
78-79

22, 28, 34

Note

Refer to the 2018 business
report

5.2, 7.3.2-7.3.4
5.2, 7.3.2-7.3.4
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
7.5.3, 7.6.2
6, 7.3.1, 7.4.3, 7.7.3,
7.7.5
6.3.6, 6.6.1-6.6.2,
6.8.1-6.8.2
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GRI Index

GRI Index

Topic-specific Standards

Topic-specific Standards

Economic (GRI 200)

Social (GRI 400)

GRI Standards

Disclosure

Page

ISO 26000

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

85

6.8.1-6.8.3, 6.8.7, 6.8.9

Significant indirect economic impacts

22-27, 45-47

6.3.9, 6.6.6-6.6.7,
6.7.8,
6.8.1-6.8.2, 6.8.5,
6.8.7,
6.8.9

Economic Performance

201-2

Indirect Economic Impacts
203-2

Anti-corruption
205-2
205-3

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change 34-37

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

74-76
-

Note

6.6.1-6.6.3

Disclosure

Page

ISO 26000

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

40, 86

6.4.3

401-3

Parental leave

83

6.4.4

Employment

401-2

6.5.5

6.6.1-6.6.3, 6.6.6

Social (GRI 400)

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary
or part-time employees

Occupational Health and Safety

Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities

87

6.4.6, 6.8.8

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

87

6.4.7

86

6.2.3, 6.3.7, 6.3.10,
6.4.3

404-3

Environment (GRI 300)

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career
developmnt reviews

Diversity and Equal opportunity
405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

42

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken

-

6.3.6.-6.3.7, 6.3.10,
6.4.3

407-1

Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and
collective bargaining may be at risk

46-47

6.3.3-6.3.5, 6.3.8,
6.3.10,
6.4.5, 6.6.6

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor

46-47

6.3.3-6.3.5, 6.3.7,
6.3.10,
6.6.6, 6.8.4

Non-discrimination

Page

ISO 26000

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

85

6.5.4

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

36, 85

6.5.4-6.5.5

Child Labor

Forced or Compulsory Labor

302-5

Water

Energy intensity

Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

85

36, 85

6.5.4

6.5.4-6.5.5

303-1

Water withdrawal by source

85

6.5.4

304-1

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas
and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

37

6.5.6

304-3

Habitats protected or restored

37

6.5.6

Biodiversity
304-2
Emissions

Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity

37

6.5.6

305-1

Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1)

36, 85

6.5.5

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

36, 85

6.5.5

305-2
305-5

Effluents and Waste
306-1
306-2

Energy indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2)
Reduction of GHG emissions
Water discharge by quality and destination
Waste by type and disposal method

36, 85
36, 85
36, 85
36, 85

6.5.5
6.5.5
6.5.3-6.5.4
6.5.3

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

408-1

6.3.7, 6.3.10, 6.4.3,
6.4.4

409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or
compulsory labor

46-47

6.3.3-6.3.5, 6.3.10,
6.6.6

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies or procedures

76

6.3.5

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and
development programs

31-32

6.3.9, 6.5.1-6.5.3, 6.8

414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social critera

47

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

-

6.3.3-6.3.5, 6.4.3,
6.6.1-6.6.2, 6.6.6,
6.8.1-6.8.2, 7.3.1

Human Rights Assessment
Local Communities
413-2

Supplier Social Assessment

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local
communities

Customer Health and Safety
416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

-

31-32

416-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of
products and services

-

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information and
labeling
Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses
of customer data

Marketing and Labeling
417-3

Customer Privacy
418-1

90

6.4.7

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Disclosure

302-3

87

405-2

GRI Standards
Energy

Note

6.4.4, 6.8.7

403-2

Training and Education

no such cases

40, 86

Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing communications

Note

6.3.9, 6.5.3, 6.8

6.3.3-6.3.5, 6.4.3,
6.6.1-6.6.2, 6.6.6,
6.8.1-6.8.2, 7.3.1
6.7.1-6.7.2, 6.7.46.7.5, 6.8.8

no such cases

no such cases

no such cases

4.6, 6.7.1-6.7.2, 6.7.46.7.5, 6.8.8

no such cases

-

4.6, 6.7.1-6.7.5, 6.7.9

no such cases

4.6, 6.7.1-6.7.3

no such cases

-

6.7.1-6.7.2, 6.7.7

no such cases

-
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Verification Statement of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Independent Verification Statement
To the Readers of CJ Logistics Sustainability Report 2018-2019 :
Foreword

Korea Management Registrar Inc. (hereinafter “KMR”) has been requested by of CJ Logistics to verify the contents of its Sustainability Report 2018-2019 (hereinafter
“the Report”). CJ Logistics is responsible for the collection and presentation of information included in the Report. KMR’s responsibility is to carry out assurance
engagement on specific data and information in the assurance scope stipulated below.

INDEPENDENT
VERIFICATION STATEMENT
Independent Verification Statement
CJ Logistics
Corporation
CJ대한통운(주)

CJ Logistics
annual이행을
MRV based
on ISO
standards
ISO14064
CJ대한통운(주)는
쿄토 implements
프로토콜의 감축목표
위해 매년
14064 including
등 검증표준에
근거한 to comply with the

INTRODUCTION

GHG reduction
Kyoto protocol.2018년도
KMR confirms
the verification
of 2018 as below.
MRV를 실시하고
있습니다. target
KMR은ofCJ대한통운(주)의
검증 결과를
아래와 같이results
확인합니다.

SCOPE

●

조직경계 및 운영경계 : 해당조직 운영통제 하에 있는 모든 사업장 및 배출시설

●

▪ Verification object workplaces : Seoul head office and 36 workplaces (including CJ Construction)
검증대상기간 : 2018년 1월 1일 ~ 2018년 12월 31일
▪ Reporting period : Calendar year of 2018
배출원 검증범위 : 직접배출원(Scope1), 간접배출원(Scope2)
▪ Type of emission : Direct emissions (Scope1),Indirect emissions (Scope2)
보증수준 : 합리적 보증수준 (중요성 기준 총 배출량의 ±5.0%)
▪ The level of assurance : Reasonable assurance ( materiality threshold ±5.0% )

●
●
●

STANDARDS

●
●
●

RESULTS

▪사업장
Organizational
: the(CJ건설
whole business
under control of the organization
검증대상
: 서울 본사boundary
외 36개 사업소
포함)

▪ ISO(2006),
14064-1ISO
(2006),
ISO 14064-3
(2006), and WRI/WBCSD
GHG
Protocol (2004)
ISO 14064-1
14064-3
(2006), WRI/WBCSD
GHG Protocol
(2004)

▪ Verification
Guidelines
for the
GHG &
Energy Target
Management Scheme (Notification No.2016온실가스·에너지
목표관리제
운영을 위한
검증지침
(환경부고시
제2016-104호)
104, MOE) 검증매뉴얼 및 절차서, IPCC Guidelines (2006)
KMR 온실가스·에너지

▪ KMR GHG & Energy Verification Manual and Procedure, IPCC Guidelines (2006)

온실가스 배출량
GHG emissions
2018년도

2018

직접배출 (Scope1)
Scope1
128,581 128,581

Energy
Consumption 연료사용량
Fuel
에너지
사용량
2018년도2018

1,8311,831

간접배출 (Scope2)
Scope2

-eq)
총계 (단위:
Total tCO
(tCO
2 2-eq)

88,08588,085

Electricity
전기사용량
1,814 1,814

Steam
스팀사용량
0

0

216,648
216,648

Total
총계 (단위:
TJ)(TJ)
3,6253,625

Note 1) Greenhouse gases: CO2, CH
O, HFCs,
PFCs, SF6) 1기타
tCO온실가스의
of global warming effect of 1 ton of
4, N2-eq
2-eq: Amount
주1) 온실가스 : CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, SF6 주2)
1 tCO
: 이산화탄소 1톤 또는
지구 온난화 영향이 이산화탄소 1톤에 상당하는 양
2
carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases is equivalent to 1 ton of carbon dioxide.

KMR confirms tat the calculation of the Greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption of the
organization are proper.

CONCLUSION
2017년도 위 조직의 온실가스 배출량 및 에너지 사용량의 산정이 적합함을 확인하였습니다.

March
2019
2019년31st,
3월 31일

Korea
Management
Registrar

CEO Hwang Eun-joo

The
Korea Management
Certification
Authority
is an organization배출권거래제
that conducts
verification
of 기관입니다.
the greenhouse
한국경영인증원은
대한민국
정부의 허가를
받아 온실가스목표관리제,
검증을
수행하는
gas target management system and emission trading system with the permission of the Korean government.
담당 경영평가본부 지속가능경영팀 ㅣ T 02 6309 9041 ㅣ M sun8055@ikmr.co.kr ㅣ www.ikmr.co.kr ㅣ
Sustainability Management Team, Management Evaluation Headquarters
T 02 6309 9041 | M sun8055@ikmr.co.kr | www.ikmr.co.kr |
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Scope and standard

CJ Logistics describes its efforts and achievements of the corporate social responsibility activities in the Report. KMR performed a type2, moderate level of
assurance using AA1000AS (2008) and SRV1000 from KMR Global Sustainability Committee as assurance standards. KMR’s assurance team(hereinafter “the team”)
evaluated the adherence to Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness, and the reliability of the selected GRI Standards indices as below, where
professional judgment of the team was exercised as materiality criteria.

The team checked whether the Report has been prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI Standards which covers the followings.
▪ GRI Standards Reporting Principles
▪ Universal Standards

▪ Topic Specific Standards
-Management approach of Topic Specific Standards
-Economic Performance: 201-1, 201-2
-Indirect Economic Impacts: 203-2
-Anti-Corruption: 205-2, 205-3
-Energy: 302-1, 302-3, 302-4, 302-5
-Water: 303-1
-Biodiversity: 304-1, 304-2, 304-3
-Emissions: 305-1, 305-2, 305-4, 305-5
-Effluents and Waste: 306-1, 306-2
-Employment: 401-1, 401-2, 401-3
-Occupational Health and Safety: 403-2
-Training and Education: 404-1, 404-3
-Diversity and Equal Opportunity: 405-1, 405-2
-Non-discrimination: 406-1
-Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining: 407-1
-Child Labor: 408-1
-Forced or Compulsory Labor: 409-1
-Human Rights Assessment: 412-2
-Local Communities: 413-1, 413-2
-Supplier Social Assessment: 414-1, 414-2
-Customer Health and Safety: 416-1, 416-2
-Marketing and Labeling: 417-2, 417-3
-Customer Privacy: 418-1
This Report excludes data sand information of joint corporate, contractor etc. which is outside of the organization, i.e. CJ Logistics, among report boundaries.

Our approach

In order to verify the contents of the Report within an agreed scope of assurance in accordance with the assurance standard, the team has carried out an assurance
engagement as follows:

▪ Reviewed overall report

▪ Reviewed materiality test process and methodology

▪ Reviewed sustainability management strategies and targets
▪ Reviewed stakeholder engagement activities

▪ Interviewed people in charge of preparing the Report
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UN Global Compact
In July 2016, CJ Logistics joined the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), a voluntary corporate initiative that encourages corporate social responsibility. CJ Logistics

is committed to the ten principles of UNGC including human rights, support for labor, preserving the environment, and anti-corruption. We will continue to promote the

Our conclusion

Based on the results we have obtained from material reviews and interviews, we had several discussions with CJ Logistics on the revision of the Report. We
reviewed the Report’s final version in order to confirm that our recommendations for improvement and our revisions have been reflected. When reviewing the

results of the assurance, the assurance team could not find any inappropriate contents in the Report to the compliance with the principles stipulated below.
Nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the data included in the verification scope are not presented appropriately.
▪Inclusivity
Inclusivity is the participation of stakeholders in developing and achieving an accountable and strategic response to sustainability

-C
 J Logistics is developing and maintaining stakeholder communication channels in various forms and levels in order to make a commitment to be responsible for the

corporate sustainability management by participating in a global standard initiative on corporate social responsibility.

The Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact and Relevant Activities
Category

Human Rights

stakeholders. The assurance team could not find any critical stakeholder CJ Logistics left out during this procedure.

▪Materiality
Materiality is determining the relevance and significance of an issue to an organization and its stakeholders. A material issue is an issue that will influence the

Labor

decisions, actions, and performance of an organization or its stakeholders.
- CJ Logistics is determining the materiality of issues found out through stakeholder communication channels through its own materiality evaluation process, and the
assurance team could not find any critical issues left out in this process.

▪Responsiveness
Responsiveness is an organization’s response to stakeholder issues that affect its sustainability performance and is realized through decisions, actions, and
performance, as well as communication with stakeholders.
- The assurance team could not find any evidence that CJ Logistics’s counter measures to critical stakeholder issues were inappropriately recorded in the Report.

Environment

We could not find any evidence the Report was not prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI standards.

Principle

2. m
 ake sure that they are not complicit in human ㆍ We provide sexual harassment prevention education for all
employees (office and technical workers)
rights abuses.

We hope the Report is actively used as a communication tool with stakeholders and we recommend the following for continuous improvements.

76, 87

ㆍ Operation of Labor-Management Council

44

4. t he elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour;

76

5. the effective abolition of child labour; and

ㆍ Comply with child labor and forced labor regulations of
International Labor Organization (ILO)

6. t he elimination of discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation.

ㆍ Comply with Korean labor standards

ㆍ Performance Evaluation and Compensation based on job
performance

43, 87

ㆍ Acquired and maintained company-wide environmental
management system certification (ISO14001)

35~37

7. B
 usinesses should support a precautionary
approach to environmental challenges;

ㆍ Protect victims of sexual harassment by operating a confidential
internal reporting system
ㆍ Implemented greenhouse gas and energy target management
system through the greenhouse gas management system

ㆍ Conduct eco-driving training for improving driving habits, which 36~37
can cause overconsumption of energy
ㆍ Reduce CO2 emissions by utilizing electricity in operating golf
carts
ㆍ Implement GHG emission reduction activities with the
“agreement for creating a carbon offset wood energy forest”

▪ CJ Logistics provided simple illustration of key capabilities by business with graphs and icons and visualized the process to enhance an understanding of
readers. Moreover, a list of business cases by sector desirably reported critical organizational issues from the viewpoint of stakeholders. The company is advised

ㆍS
 upport and transport eco-friendly wood pellets, which are
produced in the energy forest along abandoned roads, to
welfare facilities

to expand quantifiable areas for internal management and leverage it for internalization of sustainable management.

ㆍC
 onduct urban greening project and ecological experience
education for children in local child centers

Our independence

With the exception of providing third party assurance services, KMR is not involved in any other CJ Logistics’s business operations that are aimed at making profit
in order to avoid any conflicts of interest and to maintain independence.
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3. B
 usinesses should uphold the freedom of
association and the effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining;

8. u
 ndertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility; and

Recommendation for improvement

Relevant activities

1. B
 usinesses should support and respect the
ㆍ CJ Logistics supports and adheres to international human
protection of internationally proclaimed human
rights declarations such as the UNGC Principles for Enhancing
rights; and
Women’s Capacity (WEPs).

Anti-corruption

9. e
 ncourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies.

10. Businesses should work against corruption in
all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

ㆍAcquired the certificate of sustainable golf course from the Golf
Environment Organization (GEO)

ㆍ Realize eco-friendly logistics through a modal shift

37

ㆍ Operate fair trade compliance program

45~47

ㆍ Introduce and operate the win-win coordination committee
ㆍ Introduce and operate the social contribution committee

CEO

94

95

